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P refa ce
Since the Einstein equations in general relativity form an underdeterm ined sys­
tem  for the space-time metric, one must impose a gauging condition to reduce the 
remaining freedoms. It is well recognised tha t this choice of gauge play a significant 
role in the analysis of the equations themselves (see for example [4]). This thesis 
examines the nature of the Einstein equations under the null quasi-spherical gauge 
condition which has not previously been applied to general space-time metrics.
The null quasi-spherical (NQS) gauge imposes a double foliation of the space- 
tim e manifold near scri by null hypersurfaces and m etric 2-spheres. The null foliation 
condition has been well studied, in particular in relation to gravitational radiation, by 
Bondi etal. [9] and Sachs [31]. However, the quasi-spherical foliation is a new gauge 
condition imposing geometric simplifications which lead to analytically simplified 
forms of the field equations. As a demonstration of this fact the linearisation of the 
Einstein equations about the Schwarzschild metric is examined in Chapter 3, where 
the results of Regge-Wheeler [29], Zerilli [38] and Moncrief [24] are reformulated in 
the NQS gauge. It is shown that the linearised equations can be analysed without 
imposing a spherical harmonic decomposition on the perturbation variables, and an 
invariant definition of the odd/even parity decomposition adopted in [29, 38, 24] 
is presented. The full Einstein equations in the NQS gauge (calculated using the 
software package Mathematica) are presented in the appendix A, and examined 
in chapter 4, where an integration procedure well adapted to numerical solution 
methods is presented.
W hilst coordinate gauge conditions reduce degeneracy in the Einstein equations 
they also impose constraints on the space-time manifold. The NQS gauge is however 
believed to be generic near scri, and in sections 1.6 the Schwarzschild and Robinson 
Trautm an metrics are shown to be expressible in NQS form. Furthermore, whilst 
a general proof of the existence of NQS foliations involves the solution of partial 
differential equations for which no known existence theorems are available, under the 
restriction to axial symmetry the proof of existence near scri reduces to a problem 
in ordinary differential equations. A solution of this is presented in chapter 2.
v
C h ap ter 1
In tro d u ctio n
1.1 C o o rd in a te  g au g e  fre e d o m  in  th e  E in s te in  
e q u a tio n s
In general relativity the geometry of space-time is determined by a Lorentzian metric 
tensor gaß, which is in tu rn  determined by an arbitrarily specified symmetric m atter 
tensor Tap and the Einstein field equations
Ricaß -  ^ R g aß = 8nTap, (1.1)
where Ricaß are the components of the Ricci curvature tensor associated with the 
m etric g , and R = ga@Ricaß is the Ricci scalar.
Given the energy-momentum tensor, the system (1.1) consists of ten equations 
for the ten components of the symmetric metric tensor g. The condition tha t the 
space-time manifold is torsion free (which is equivalent to the physical condition that 
the connection on the manifold is uniquely determined by the geodesics) however 
implies tha t the Ricci tensor necessarily satisfies the set of four contracted Bianchi 
identities
V aR icaß — -  V/jR =  0, (1.2)
and hence that the ten components of the metric tensor are not fully determined by 
the field equations. The remaining freedoms in the solution corresponds to alterna-
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tive choices of local coordinate charts available on the manifold and hence locally 
represent the same space-time. This degeneracy is a gauge freedom and any particu­
lar choice of coordinate chart is known as a coordinate gauge. The presence of such 
gauge freedoms adds complexity to the field equations (1.1) since they represent a 
class of functionally distinct solutions to the equations which are however geomet­
rically equivalent. Difficulties arises when the global properties of solutions are of 
interest, since in making a coordinate gauge choice a global structure of the solution 
is assumed. Whilst it would be desirable to treat these equations in a totally gauge 
invariant fashion, in practice a more realistic approach involves an a ■priori gauge 
choice with the aim of reducing such gauge freedoms, whilst simultaneously placing 
minimal (or at least reasonable) restrictions on the form of the solution.
1.2 T h e B on d i gauge
One coordinate gauge condition which has been widely adopted in the past is the 
Bondi gauge introduced by H. Bondi [9] in 1960 for axially symmetric space-times 
and by Sachs [31] in 1962 for generic space-times. The Bondi gauge involves a 
2 + 2 decomposition of the space-time manifold near null infinity (scri) generated 
by a foliation by compact 2-manifolds by null and timelike coordinates r and u , 
where it is further assumed that the foliating manifolds are topologically equivalent 
to S 2 with surface area 47rr2. The Bondi coordinates are constructed near scri on 
a manifold (M ,g(xa)) in the following manner: Let u be a scalar function on the 
manifold satisfying the condition
gabutautb = 0, (1.3)
then the hypersurfaces of constant u determine a null foliation of M, where fur­
thermore the vector ka = u>a is necessarily geodesic. Let 9 and </> be coordinates 
constant along the integral curves of the vector field ka, the coordinate r is then 
uniquely determined by the requirement that the surfaces of constant u and r have 
area 47rr2, and by the choice of initial 2-surface r — ra. The most general metric
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ansatz compatible with the conditions above becomes
ds2 = -------- du2 -  2e2ßdudr + r2hAB{dxA + UAdu){dxB + UBdu), (1.4)
r
and we may introduce functions 7 and 8 such that 
2hABdxAdxB = (e27 + e2S)dO2 T 4 sin # sinh(7 — 8)d0 d(j> -f sin2 #(e~27 + e_2<5)d</>2,
where V, t/^,/3, 7 and £ are functions of the coordinates.
The motivation for the Bondi gauge was to study the radiation of the gravitation 
field at large distances from a source. The null foliation condition was imposed to 
facilitate radiation expansions, and it was shown by Bondi that the area condition 
then permits such expansions in r~1 for which terms in logr need not arise.
It has however been recently shown by Chrusciel, MacCallum and Singleton [14] 
that the occurrence of log r terms in asymptotic Bondi expansions of solutions are 
naturally related to the non-vanishing of the Weyl tensor at scri and not due to 
poor coordinate gauge choice (see also [1, 2]). In particular results of Christodoulou 
and Klainerman [13] suggest that the Weyl tensor is in general non-zero, and hence 
that the absence of log r terms in a Bondi expansion must be considered as a metric 
ansatz effectively constraining the Weyl tensor at scri. Thus such expansions of the 
Bondi-Sachs metrics are seen as applying to a restricted class of radiating space- 
times.
A geometric difficulty associated with the Bondi coordinate system is the vari­
able nature of the geometry on the foliating 2-surfaces, which are distorted by the 
gravitational field, and hence their geometry is determined by the evolution of the 
gravitational field. Thus in the solution of the equations this geometry must be 
recalculated at each step of the evolution, which is both analytically difficult and 
numerically expensive. It is however this distortion which is usually associated with 
gravitational radiation since it is comparable with the behaviour of plane waves in 
the linearised Lorentz gauge (see for example Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [23]). In 
this thesis a new null gauging condition is presented which contains the radiation 
solutions of the Bondi gauge but also leads to significant geometric simplifications.
3
1.3 T h e null quasi-spherical gauge
The geometrically based null quasi-spherical (NQS) coordinate gauge condition now 
considered forms the basis of the remainder of this work. The quasi-spherical gauge 
condition first arose in an ansatz considered by P.Szekeres [32, 33] which generalised 
the known examples of spherically symmetric dust collapse (Tolman-Bondi [36, 10]) 
in an a ttem pt to investigate the possible formation of naked singularities as a result 
of gravitational collapse in the absence of high symmetry. We describe the Szekeres 
m etric in section 1.7. Subsequently Robert Bartnik [7, 8j has used a more general 
formulation of this gauge condition on Riemannian 3-manifolds to construct m et­
rics of prescribed scalar curvature satisfying various geometrically natural boundary 
conditions, and solutions of the initial data constraint equations for the Einstein 
equations. In this thesis we extend the definition given in 8] to include Lorentzian 
space-times, and examine the Einstein equations under this gauging condition. Fol­
lowing Bartnik [8] from the 3-manifold case, the gauge condition is defined as follows: 
Let (M , g ) be a Lorentzian 4-manifold with functions r, z £ C°° (M ) satisfying 
dr, dz ^  0, then the two families of level sets
Tz =  {p £ M  : z(p) = z],
Z z,r = {p £ M  : z(p) = z,r(p)  = r},
form a C°° foliation of M.  If r  is positive and the surfaces E2iT satisfy the requirement
(S2, r , s k . )  = ( S V W ) ,  (1.5)
for all z and r, where dQ2 is the standard metric on a unit 2-Sphere, then the 
functions z and r are said to determine a quasi-spherical foliation  of M . Furthermore, 
if for each z the hypersurface Tz £ M  is null, then the foliation is said to be null 
quasi-spherical. W hilst it is geometrically easy to construct the null function z, it is 
not clear tha t the required radial function r can necessarily be found. We show in 
chapter 2 tha t it is possible within the class of axially symmetric Bondi like metrics
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and in some neighborhood of scri to construct such coordinates. Alternatively, one 
may consider the existence of such coordinates as a metric ansatz, which we now 
investigate.
Since it is assumed for each z and r  that the surfaces E 2)T are isometric (up 
to scaling) to S'2, to define a unique correspondence between these surfaces it is 
sufficient to specify a map from a point p of S 2)T to a point q of S'2, and a map 
from an element v of T E 2)T\p to an element w of T S 219, for each z and r. This 
follows since the only isometries of S 2 fixing a point q are the rotations about the 
axis through q and these act transitively on the tangent space at q. Hence to define 
null quasi-spherical coordinates on M, choose a C°° 2-surface, (z , r )  —> fc(z,r), in M  
which is nowhere tangential to the foliating 2-Spheres S 2)T, then along this surface 
choose a unit vector field v(z , r )  tangential to EZjr. Now k and v determine for each 
z and r the unique isometry from S 2_r to S 2 mapping the point k( z , r )  on EZ)T to say 
the point of S 2 corresponding to 0 = 7r/2, (f) = 0 in polar coordinates, and the vector 
u (z , r )  to the tangent vector d$. Now, for each z and r the following diffeomorphism 
(which is an isometry up to scale) is uniquely defined:
* : S  (1.6)
from which the pullback map 7r* uniquely defines coordinates 7r*(0) and 7r*(<^ >) on 
each S 2)T. N ow extend 7r to all of M , from which we have ir*(0) and 7r*(</>) defined 
on M  such tha t for each z and r
ds2\TxZir = r 2ir'(dti2), (1.7)
from which the full set of null quasi-spherical coordinates (z, r, 7r*(0), 7r*(<^ )) are 
defined on M.  Similarly from a set of basis one-forms crA on S 2 we can defined the 
angular one-forms 7T*(<j j4) on T* S 2)7. via the pullback of 7r, and from the tangent 
vectors vA on S 2 dual to crA, the vectors (7r-1 )»(u>1) on T  E2tT dual to the one-forms 
ir’(crA).
Henceforth for notational simplicity quantities on S 2 and E Z)7. will be identified
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writing (0, ß) for the coordinates (7r*(0), 7r*(<^ >)) on S Z)7., and oA and vA for the angular 
one-forms t:*{(j a) and tangent vectors (7t_1)»(?;j4).
We have complete freedom in the choice of frame for S 2, and whilst it is preferable 
to leave this unspecified, one obvious choice in the usual spherical polar coordinates 
(0, </>) on S'2, is
a 1 = dB,
with
a 2 = sin 6d(f>,
vi = de,
v 2 =
The quasi-spherical gauge condition exactly requires that on M  the metric in­
duced on each quasi-sphere S ZiTis a multiple of the S 2 metric
dÜ2 = nABaAaB, (1.8)
where the indices A, B  range over {1,2}. An orthonormal frame naturally associated 
with the null quasi-spherical foliation and the coordinates (z ,r )  can be constructed 
by applying the Gram-Schmidt process to the tangent frame {v i , v 2, dr, dz] , and 
leads to the frame
eA = r 1vA,
e3 = u 1(dr - ß AvA), (1.9)
e4 =  w l (dz -  i ava -  vdr +  v ß AvA),
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for some functions u , v , w , y A and ß A, with u ,w  ^  0. The one-forms dual to this 
frame of vectors are
eA = r (a A + ß Adr + 1 Adz)
03 = u(dr -f vdz),
6A =  wdz.
The framing (1.9) applies equally well to either of the metric forms
ds2 -  - 2  O30* + QAB6AOB, ( 1. 10)
ds2 = - ( e y  + (ö3 ) 2 + n ABeAeB, ( l . i i )
applying to the cases where the level set hypersurfaces of the coordinate function z 
are respectively null, and spacelike. For the null quasi-spherical foliation we require 
the z-null framing (1.10), for which the metric has the expanded form
ds2 =  —2wvdz2 — 2uwdz dr 4- r 2Q.AB(crA 4- ß Adr 4- 7 Adz)(oB 4  ß Bdr 4- 7 Bdz).  (1.12)
Hence for arbitrary metric functions u , v , y A and ß A the most general null quasi- 
spherical m etric is
ds2 =  —uvdz2 — 2udz dr +  r2QAB(aA 4 - ß Adr 4- y Adz)(aB +  ß Bdr 4- 7 Bdz). (1-13) 
If we denote by Vz the vector normal to the surfaces z — const , we have
which is clearly null as required by the null foliation condition.
The motivation for considering the quasi-spherical gauge is both geometric and 
numerical. The requirement tha t the space-time manifold be foliated by m etric
Vz = u 1(dr -  ß AvA), (1.14)
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2-spheres leads to considerable simplifications in the form of the resulting field equa­
tions, since all differential operators tangential to this family of surfaces become 
operators on a standard S 2. In contrast to the Bondi coordinate gauge earlier men­
tioned for which the foliating surfaces are only topologically equivalent to S 2, these 
tangential operators do not evolve. In particular this leaves open the possibility of 
performing a spectral decomposition of the operators on S 2, and writing the field 
equations with respect to this decomposition. This in effect has the capability of 
reducing the number of independent variables in the field equations by half, and 
would be of particular interest for numerical solution methods. Such motivations 
are considered in section 4.2.
Since the NQS gauge also describes a family of null foliated 3-surfaces, it is 
well adapted to considering problems related to gravitational radiation. Regge- 
W heeler [29], Zerilli [38] and Moncrief [24] have considered linear perturbations of 
the Schwarzschild metric, which can be interpreted physically as the effect of the 
interaction of weak gravitational radiation on the Schwarzschild space-time. It was 
found th a t if a spherical harmonic decomposition was imposed on the perturbation 
quantities, then the linearised field equations reduce to a wave equation acting on 
gauge invariant quantities. The foliation conditions of the NQS gauge make it a 
natural way to examine this behavior since the reduction by spherical harmonics is 
unnecessary as the 2-sphere geometry is explicitly displayed. W hilst this does not 
im m ediately affect the analysis, it does lead to geometrically more natural expres­
sions, and avoids the need for simplifying assumptions such as, a specific choice of 
basis on 5 2, or an explicit time dependence in the perturbation, and (we shall find) 
leads to a formulation of the problem which is more open to generalisations. This 
will be presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4.
There are strong similarities at least formally between the Bondi and NQS gauges 
since both gauging conditions involve simultaneous null and spherical foliations, but 
there is a m ajor difference in the construction of the foliating 2-surfaces. In the Bondi 
gauge the radial function is determined by an area condition on the level sets of an 
affine param etrisation of outgoing null geodesics. The Bondi angular coordinates
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are defined to be constant along these geodesics. In the null quasi-spherical gauge 
however the radial function is determ ined by the quasi-spherical foliation condition, 
and the angular coordinates are induced by the coordinates on a standard S 2. As 
was previously mentioned the motivation for the method of construction of the Bondi 
spheres was to simplify the terms in an asym ptotic expansion of the field equations. 
To force the simplification sought has since been shown to be restrictive, and as 
such it is an interesting question to examine the form taken by the field equations 
in the NQS gauge where no such specific simplification is expected. The goal of the 
NQS gauge is a general simplification in the form of the pde’s determined by the 
field equations as a result of a perceived geometrically more natural structure. To 
this end the linearised equations are examined in detail in chapter 3 whilst the fully 
non-linear field equations, which have been calculated using the software package 
Mathematical are presented in the appendix A, and examined in chapter 4.
Topological 2-sphere foliations have become increasingly im portant in the ap­
proach to many difficult problems in general relativity. A ttem pts to find an invari­
ant definition of a local mass function in general relativity are constrained by the 
requirement tha t the total mass of the space-time manifold (or any isolated sys­
tem ) must agree with the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass (see [3, 5, 6]). The 
definition of the ADM mass however naturally involves an integration around the 
sphere at spacelike infinity, and hence the lim it at infinity of a quantity defined on 
a topologically S 2 foliation. Similarly the definition of the Bondi mass compatible 
with radiative space-times (see [9, 31]), involves an integration around the sphere 
at null infinity, for which the null quasi-spherical foliation is well adapted. Another 
such example of the applications of 2-sphere foliations involves questions of global 
existence to the solution of the Einstein equations, for which small data result have 
been achieved by Christodoulou and Klainerman [13] using a topological 2-sphere 
foliation. As such the NQS gauge in representing a new approach to this type of 
foliation has the opportunity for a wide class of applications.
One problem which must be considered is the question of rigidity of this gauge 
condition. More usual in the construction of coordinate gauge conditions is a descrip-
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tive approach where given a space-time a foliation is imposed which better describes 
the m etric (such as in term s of physical quantities like geodesics), from which under 
general smoothness assumptions on the manifold (locally) coordinate frames may be 
extracted. In such situations the coordinates are determined by ode’s on the mani­
fold for which solutions can be constructed. The Bondi gauge is an example of such 
a gauging condition. For the null quasi-spherical gauge however no such constructive 
approach is available since coordinates are constructed by initially imposing a null 
foliation, which can readily be done, and then enforcing the quasi-spherical foliation. 
However, the construction of the quasi-spheres involves the solution of a pde not of 
an approved form (eg. hyperbolic, elliptic). Thus standard existence theorems are 
unavailable and hence on a general manifold the existence of such a foliation can not 
be immediately established. However, a proof concerning the existence of NQS folia­
tions will be given in Chapter 2 where an existence theorem for the NQS foliations of 
axially symmetric space-times will be presented. From this it appears tha t the exis­
tence of NQS foliations in general is at least plausible since existence can be proven 
in the axial case. As in the case of the Bondi coordinate gauge existence results 
for the NQS gauge can only be expected in regions where the gravitational held is 
not very strong, in order to generate the existence of “outgoing” null hypersurfaces 
without caustics, which are sufficiently “conical” to adm it a QS  foliation.
1.4 Spin w eigh ted  functions and spherical har­
m onics on  S 2
W hilst the diffeomorphism ir in equation (1.6) provides natural coordinates on the 
2-manifold E2)T £ M  for each z and r  in terms of coordinates on a standard S'2, we 
have avoided introducing specific coordinates on S 2 itself. As yet we have considered 
only a pair of vector vA tangent to S 2, the dual one-forms aA, and the components 
of the m etric 0,AB with respect to this framing. The m atrix of connection 1-forms 
on S 2 is then w ritten as from which the geometry of S 2 is invariantly defined by
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the relation
drA b  —  (jA A <j b, (1.15)
which under our choice of sign convention (see section 3.1) implies th a t the curvature 
tensor on S 2 has the form
By taking an invariant treatm ent of the sphere we encounter naturally  another 
geometric quantity, namely spin. This becomes of particular im portance when the 
question of spherical harmonic decomposition of vectors and tensors is considered,
decomposed into standard spherical harmonics, this decomposition is frame depen­
dent. To obtain invariant decompositions a larger class of functions is required, the 
so called spin s spherical harmonics. In this section we present the background in­
form ation required to construct the spin weighted spherical harmonic functions and 
to define the odd and even parity decomposition of functions on S2. A more detailed 
trea tm en t may be found in the references [17, 25, 20'.
Suppose the frame {vA} 1,2 on the unit 2-sphere consists of orthogonal vectors, 
with dual one-forms a A. Then the 2-sphere m etric is
This orthonorm al frame is uniquely defined only up to rotations of the frame {u^}, 
and consists of local sections of the tangent bundle on the sphere. Consider now the 
complex vector
(1.16)
since whilst the components of a tensor with respect to some frame on S 2 may be
d s 2 =  ( a1)2 + ( a2)2. (1.17)
m m Av A
(1.18)
in term s of which the unit 2-Sphere metric can be w ritten
ds2 =  2 m(Am B}<jAcrB, (1.19)
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where fh — (iq -f 2U2) /\ /2 . This frame is then defined up to a phase factor
ml =  el^m, ( 1.20)
where corresponds to the angle of clockwise rotation of the vector frame { tq ,^ } . 
Define a quantity rj on S 2 to be of spin weight s if under the transform ation (1.20), 
r) transforms as
7i  =  etsV  (1.21)
This is equivalent to the requirement that when w ritten with respect to the ba­
sis (1.18), T] becomes
7] = m ai m arm bl ■rnT •7)al . . .ar bl . . .K . ( 1.22)
for some integer r.
We denote by Cs the set of complex line bundles on the sphere which (see [17]) 
are characterised by the integers s € Z. A section of Cs is then a spin weight s 
function on S 2.
Define the differential operator & ( edth) (see [25, 17]), on S 2
& =  V m
=  (V , -  iV(1.23) 
Then given some spin s quantity 77, under (1.20) we have,
(&vY = (v^y
= e ^ V TO(e“ ^ )
=  e,{s+1)*9v,
where the terms in y m7/> are absorbed by the connection terms in the the covariant 
derivative of spin s quantities. Hence & raises the spin weight by one, and similarly
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one can check tha t the complex conjugate operator & has the property of lowering 
the spin weight by one.
Consider the commutator operator, && — && acting on a spin weight s quantity 
on the unit 2-Sphere
(&& -  &&)r) =  [V ^V m -  V mV ^]m ai .. .m arm h .. .m br sr)ai...arbl...br_,
= ST]. ( 1-24)
From the form of the 2-Sphere metric in (1.19) the Laplacian operator on the 
sphere with respect to this basis is
A = (VmV^ + V ^V m)
=  (&&+&&). (1.25)
Recall now the (spin weight zero) spherical harmonics Y[m, with / and m  integers 
satisfying / >  0 and |m| < Z, which form the eigenfunctions of the Laplarian operator 
acting on functions on S'2 with eigenvalues — l[l +  1). W hilst various normalising 
choices for the Yjm exist in the literature, here we require only the property tha t the 
chosen basis be complete and orthonormal with respect to the usual L 2 hermitian 
inner product on spin weighted functions (see for example [20] for a proof of this 
property). We now follow [25] and generalise this set of L 2 orthonormal functions 
to a set spin weight s functions sY]m which form the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian 
acting on spin weight 5 functions on the sphere. We have from the definition of the 
conventional spherical harmonics
=  -z(z +  i)<ry;m, (1.26)
Successive applications of the commutation relation (1-24) to the left hand side of 
(1.26) implies
(&&+ 9 d - )^ Y lm = [i2 -  1(1 + l)]0*yim, (1.27)
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From  (1.25) we have th a t the operator on the le ft hand side of (1.27) is the  Laplacian 
acting  on a spin weight s quan tity , and hence tha t the functions d^Yim fo rm  a set 
o f e igenfunctions fo r th is  operator. S im ila r ly  one can also show th a t the set of 
functions d^Yim fo rm  a set o f e igenfunctions for the Laplacian acting on spin weight 
— s functions.
The operators &  induces (fo r each integer 5 ) the map
9  : C “ ( £ s) — -* C °° (£ (s+1)), (1.28)
w h ich  is surjective fo r s >  0, w ith  kernel spanned by the functions sYsrn, and in jec tive  
fo r s <  0. S im ila r ly  the opera tor &  induces the map
9  : C °°(C S) — > (1.29)
w h ich  is surjective  fo r s <  0, w ith  kernel spanned by the functions sYLsm, and 
in je c tive  fo r s >  0.
In trod u c ing  a norm a lisa tion  facto r, Newman and Penrose define for in teg ra l s the 
norm alised spin weight s spherical harmonics
[ ( / -  i ) ! / ( z  +  5 )! ]= 0 * y i ra 0 <  5 <  /
( - 1 ) *  [ ( / +  s ) ! / ( Z  -  s ) ! ]^  r sy i m - l  <  s <  0 ( 1 . 3 0 )
0 otherwise,
fo r l >  |s|, and \m\ <  /. I t  is know n th a t the sYJm fo rm  a complete set o f spin weight 
5 functions on the sphere (see [25]). Hence, for any square in tegrab le  spin w eight s 
fu n c tio n  77 on the sphere we can w rite
00 1
V =  ClmsYlm, (1-31)
l=s m =  — l
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where the set of constants q m are determined by the herm itian L 2 inner product 
between rj and the spin s spherical harmonics.
From (1.30) the effect of the differential operators & and & on the spin weighted 
spherical harmonics becomes
^(sF/m) =  [(/ -f- s +  1)(/ — 3)]2 (s+i)yjm,
=  — [(l — s +  l)(l  +  -s)]2 (s_1)Fim, (1.32)
m s Y l m )  — — (I +  S +  l)(l  — s) syjm,
from which a spin s < l spherical harmonic decomposition can be performed for all 
L 2 quantities and any differential operator constructed from & and & on the sphere.
1.5 O dd and E ven  P arity  d ecom p osition  o f sp in  
w eigh ted  fu n ction s on S2
We now form a decomposition of the space of all spin weighted complex functions 
on the sphere (sections of the complex line bundle Cs) into odd and even parity 
functions which will be required in Chapter 3.
Now for any spin zero function /  on S 2 we can write for some real functions f \  
and f 2
f  = f i  +  i/2- (1.33)
We then define f i  [f2\ to be the even [odd] parity component of / .  Hence for spin 
zero functions the even [odd] parity component is defined as the real [imaginary] 
part of the function. However, since from (1.28) the map d* for s > 0 is a surjective 
map from C°°(C0) to C°°(jCs) we have for any C°° spin 5 function 77, a spin zero 
function /  such tha t
V = F f ,  (1.34)
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and hence from (1.33) for some real functions f i  and / 2 the decomposition
V =  &* f i  +  id* f 2. (1.35)
We now define the even and odd parity components of the spin s > 0 function rj 
as the functions d*fi  and &sf \  respectively in the decomposition (1.35). For spin 
weight s <  0 function the map & s similarly defines an surjection from C°°(C0) to 
C°°(CS). The odd even parity decomposition for spin weight —s functions on S 2 is 
then defined as in (1.35) with & s replacing d*.
Notice th a t the odd and even parity decomposition is defined in such a way tha t it 
commutes with the operators & and &. Thus we have th a t the map df is a surjection
& :  ^ C co(£ ;+ 1en) (1.36)
and & is similarly a surjection from the odd and even parity components of spin s 
functions to the odd and even parity components of spin (s — 1) functions.
Consider a real vector field ß  on 5 2, and let X  be a complex function on S 2 
defined by
ß  = X m  +  Xrh.  (1-37)
W ith respect to the orthonormal basis on 5 2, {i^}, ß  becomes
ß  = ß \ , + ß 2v2, (1.38)
and from the definition of the vector m  in (1.18) a comparison between the expres­
sions (1.37) and (1.38) leads to the following relationship between the components 
of the vector ß  with respect to the complex and orthonormal bases on S 2
x  = 7 2 i ß l ~ l ß2) ' (1 '39)
We henceforth identify the symbol ß  without indices with the complex represen­
tation X  of the vector field /?, and interchange between frames vA and m.  The vector
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components ß A and the spin 1 complex representation ß  of a vector field are thus 
related by the expression
We now relate the odd/even parity decomposition of a vector field to its compo­
nents with respect to the orthonormal basis vA on S 2. For a vector field ß  we have 
from its complex representation and the properties of the & operator
ß  = &u
1
“  V2
(tii -  i u 2),
for some spin 0 function u , where uA = V^u. However, from the decomposition of u 
into real and imaginary (even and odd) components /  and g we have
ß  =  » ( f  + ig)
— ^ ( / i  •” i  f 2 +  i g i  +  <72),
from which the odd/even parity decomposition becomes,
ßeven = }\V\ +  f 2V2 =  grad /
ßodd = giVi -  giV2 = curl g
(1.41)
for some real functions /  and g, which is a special case of the Hodge-Helmholtz 
decomposition.
1.6 T h e  R o b in s o n -T ra u tm a n  so lu tio n
Having given a definition of the null quasi-spherical gauge it is worth considering 
the compatibility of the gauge condition with some of the few known exact solutions
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of the vacuum Einstein field equations. In addition to the Schwarzschild solution 
which by inspection satisfies the form of equation (1.13), the Robinson-Trautman 
solution is another exact solution which can be easily written in NQS form.
Robinson and Trautman [30] constructed shear-free solutions of the vacuum Ein­
stein equations with diverging ray vectors. Physically they may be considered as 
representing the field of an isolated radiating system. In 1969 Derry, Isaacson and 
Winicour [16] found a transformation from the original coordinate system to a sys­
tem of coordinates in which the metric takes the form
ds2 = —(K  -  2m/rW )dz2 -  2Wdz dr -  2rW,Adz daA + r2QABaAa B, (1.42)
where W  is a function of z and the coordinates on S'2, m  is a constant which can be 
identified with the mass of the source in many cases, and K  is the Gauss curvature 
of the 2-surface with metric W~2SlAB.
However, a reorganisation of the presentation of the metric in (1.42) shows it can 
be written
ds2 = (K  + 2 ^ /rW  -  r2\\7S2W\2)dz2 -  2Wdz dr
+  r2n AB(aA -  n ACw tCdz) (aB -  n BCw >cd z ),
which is in the NQS form of (1.13) with
u = W,
v = - W ~ \ K  + 2 ^ / rW  - ^ { V s ^ W l 2),
1A = - V ACW>C, 
and ß A = 0.
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1.7 T h e Szekeres m etric  in QS coord in ates
Szekeres [32] first defined the notion of quasi-spherical coordinates on a space-time 
(M,g)  via a metric ansatz generalising the known Tolman-Bondi solutions (see [36, 
10]) depending on two arbitrary functions X ( t , r ,  ( , ( )  and Y( t , r ,  ( , ( ) ,  for which the 
line element of g has the form
ds2 =  - dt2 +  X 2dr2 +  Y 2d(d( ,  (1.43)
where £ is a complex coordinate defined by stereographic projection from the 2- 
surface St,r of constant t and r. Whilst the surfaces St,r are required to be of constant 
positive Gauss curvature, this is not explicitly displayed as in the case of the QS 
metrics (1.11) and (1.10). There is no obvious way to construct a null coordinate in 
Szekeres m etric, however we now compute the Szekeres metric in the QS form and 
compare the generality of the two metric ansätze.
As noted by Szekeres a necessary and sufficient condition tha t the surfaces St)r 
are of constant positive Gauss curvature A ( t ,r ) ,  is the existence of coordinates (  
and (  such tha t for the metric (1.43) we have
y - 1 =  a ( t , r ) ( (  +  B ( t , r ) (  +  B ( t , r ) (  +  c (i,r) , (1.44)
for some real functions a ( t ,r )  and c (t,r) , and a complex function B( t , r )  satisfying,
ac -  B B  = K/A.  (1.45)
This follows from the Riemann uniformisation theorem. We now assume tha t the 
m etric with Y  and the coordinate (  satisfying equations ( 1.44) and (1.45) takes the 
form (1.43), and show that it can be written in QS form.
Consider a bilinear (Möbius) transformation
+  Q(t , r)
+ S ^ r ) ’
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satisfying
V k { P S -  RQ)  =  1 .
For such transform ations we have
and furtherm ore, we can choose the functions P,Q, R  and S such tha t,
( 1  +  C'CO
(1.47)
y - 1 =
2\R(' +  Sj2 ’
(1.48)
The m etric (1.43) becomes




+ y " ( - 7= —^ ^  dr + ^ f d t ) ( - ____________  , „
yy /K(RC + S)2 dr dt ,yV K ( R ( '  + S)2 dr
+ ^Jr + f tdt).
However, substituting for the function,
C --- e^  cot —9
s 2
which defines the usual coordinates 9 and <p on S 2 in terms of the stereographic 
projection, we see th a t the metric
2 Y 2d('dC
a K\RC,' + 5 |4
4 dC'dC
K (  1 + C'C')2
=  -1 (<2 0 2  + sin2 $d<f>2),
K
is the standard m etric on a sphere of radius l / y /K .  Hence on rewriting the metric 
(1.49) with 1 / y /K  as a new radial coordinate, we have the Szekeres m etric in quasi- 
spherical form. The main point to note is that the shear vectors ß  and 7  in the quasi- 
spherical Szekeres m etric are determined by the Möbius transformation (1.46), and
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hence have angular dependence generated by Möbius transformations of the sphere. 
This corresponds to a dependence on only the l =  1 spherical harmonics, and thus 
the Szekeres metric conditions are clearly more restrictive than the quasi-spherical 
metrics defined above, since we can simply choose the vectors ß A and 7 A to contain 
also higher spherical harmonics.
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C h a p te r  2
E x is te n c e  o f n u ll q u a s i-sp h e r ic a l
c o o rd in a te s  on  ax ia lly  s y m m e tr ic  
sp a c e - tim e s
As earlier mentioned, the absence of a constructive m ethod for producing null quasi- 
spherical metrics implies that prior to the formulation of an existence proof for the 
required foliation the NQS gauge should be regarded as a metric ansatz. It is however 
believed th a t near scri this ansatz is generic, and as a justification for this belief, 
in this chapter we present a proof of the existence near scri of NQS coordinates on 
axially symmetric space-times. The proof starts by assuming a Bondi coordinate 
frame on a smooth axially symmetric manifold M , from which the existence of the 
NQS coordinates is established.
2.1 B on d i m etrics
An axially symmetric manifold (M, <7), is said to be of Bondi type if it admits 
coordinates (see [9]) (u ,p ,tu , </>) in which the metric has the following form:
ds2 -  { V p - ' e ^ - U 2p2e2'y)d u 2 + 2e2ß dudp + 2Up2e2'y dudw
—p2(e21 dw2 +  e-27 sin2 w dcf)2), (2 -1 )
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where w E (0,7r) and ß E (—7r,7r) are topologically 2-sphere coordinates, p > p0 for 
some p0 > 0, and u takes its values in some non-empty open interval (iZciq). The 
vector dj, generates the axial symmetry, and thus the metric coefficients V, U, ß  and 
7 are independent of ß.
The existence near scri of Bondi coordinates under general asym ptotic decay 
conditions has been established by Chrusciel, MacCallum and Singleton [14]. We 
choose to consider Bondi metrics satisfying the following decay estimates for some 
constants C7,e > 0,
V  — p , ß  , pU , 7 < C^p 11 sinw |1+e 
d„{V -  p) , d ,ß  , d„(pU) , d,7 <  a , p - 2|smu>|1+‘ (2.2)
dwV , dwß  , dwU , <  C7p_1|sinti)|!
where the decay is assumed in the absolute sense with the absolute value signs 
implicit on the left hand side. The angular decay in w is necessary for C l regularity
of the m etric functions on the axis sinu> =  0 (where the derivative dw must vanish).
The asym ptotic decay is stronger than that assumed in [14], (where a logarithmic 
decay is perm itted) and hence guarantees the existence of such a Bondi frame.
2.2 N u ll q u a s i-sp h e r ic a l c o o rd in a te s
In this section to avoid confusion with the standard notation adopted for the Bondi 
metrics a change of notation is adopted from that introduced in the definition of the 
null quasi-spherical gauge in section 1.3. The change involves a renaming of the null 
foliation coordinate from z to tz, and the two metric functions u and v are renamed 
p and q respectively. We say a manifold (M , g ') is of null quasi-spherical type, (or 
admits a null quasi-spherical foliation), if it admits coordinates (u ,r , 9,<f>) in which 
the m etric g' takes the form
ds2 =  —pq du2 — 2pdu  dr +  r 2f lAB(aA +  ß A dr +  7^ du)(aa + ß B dr +  7 s du). (2.3)
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The m etric form (2.3) is to be valid for u in some interval r > r 0 > 0 for
some r 0, and (0, <fi) £ (0 ,7r) x (—7r,7r) are the standard coordinates on S 2.
2.3 T h e ex isten ce  theorem
Here we aim to show tha t the existence near scri of Bondi coordinates on a manifold 
M  is sufficient to guarantee the existence of null quasi-spherical coordinates near scri, 
and hence by the results of Chrusciel, MacCallum and Singleton, we may conclude 
the existence of null quasi-spherical coordinates under the assumed asym ptotic decay 
conditions. We will prove the following,
Theorem:
Let (M ,g ) be an asymptotically flat, axially symmetric manifold of Bondi type 
as in (2.1), where the metric functions satisfy the decay estimates (2.2). Suppose a 
function w0(u ,r ) £ Cl [(u0,u 1) x (0, oo)] is given, satisfying for some constant Co
\drw0(u,r)\ < C0r~2 Vr > 0, u £ /.
Then there exists a constant px > po depending on C^,Co, po and a null quasi- 
spherical coordinate system, (ti, r, 6,<f), covering the region p >  p1 of the Bondi 
coordinate system, {u, p,w, f )  which is uniquely determined by the normalisation 
condition w (z , r, 0, f )  =  w0(u, r).
Given an asymptotically flat, axially symmetric manifold M  adm itting a Bondi 
m etric g as in (2.1), the Bondi chart defines a map
: M  — ♦ T = I  x$+  x S2 
x — > (u(x),p(x),w(x),(t)(x)).
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We wish to construct a map
: ( u , r , 0 ,<£) I— »
which is a diffeomorphism, such tha t o 'I'# defines a null quasi-spherical chart 
on M.
Since both the Bondi and null quasi-spherical coordinate systems foliate the m an­
ifold M  by null hypersurfaces, we make a natural gauge choice, identifying the foliat­
ing function as u in each coordinate system, and the corresponding null hypersurfaces 
as IT. Hence by axial symmetry T qs is determined by the two functions p (u ,r, 0) 
and w(u,  r, 0).
The induced metric on the hypersurface IT in the Bondi frame is
ds2 |Pu =  —p2[e2 ldw2 +  e~21 s'm2w dfr) ,  (2-4)
so we wish to find functions p (u ,r, 0) and w(u,r ,  6) defining the map T qs such that 
(2.4), when re-expressed in terms of (u ,r , 0,<^), has the quasi-spherical form
ds2|ru =  - r 2ü AB(aA +  ß A dr)(cf  +  ß B dr), (2.5)
which is the restriction to IT of the null quasi-spherical metric, and we furthermore
require tha t the map 'I'qs is a diffeomorphism.
*
Explicitly the pull-back metric T q5  ds2\Tu is given by
'^Qs^,s2lr,i — -p(r,oy ,27 (S)'*** *"(£)(£)**
+  e27 ( ~ ^ \ d 6 2 -f e' 27 sin2u> dcj)2
where 7  is a given function of it, p and w. Hence we require C 1 functions p (u ,r , 6) 












where 7 =  7 {u,p,w)  is given, and such that the C l map T qs determined by p and 
w is a diffeomorphism, or equivalently, such that T qs is invertible and hence has 
nonvanishing Jacobian:
J<!!QS(u,r ,0) = drp dew -  drw dep ^  0.
The existence of null quasi-spherical coordinates will follow from the proof of the 
existence of G1 functions p and w of u , r  and 6 satisfying equations (2.6) and (2.7), 
which must furthermore, on each hypersurface u =  const , form an invertible system. 
The main difficulty lies in the fact tha t the function 7 is a given function of the 
solutions p and w, rather than the quasi-spherical coordinates (r, 9).
An immediate difficulty arises from the fact that equations (2.6) and (2.7) are 
singular on the axis sin 6 =  0. However, they can be desingularised by the following 
bijection:
T : (  0 ,* ) SR : a  1— ►
T — cos a 
.1 +  cos a j  ’
since if we define new coordinates:
( 2 .8)
z = m ,
V = T(w),
then the following relations are immediate:
dz — dBsin 6 ’ dy =
dw
sin w ’
cos 9 = 1 -  e2z 1 +  e2z’ cos w =
1 -  e2y > 
1 + e2j/ ’
sin 9 = 2e2 sin w = 2ey1 +  e2z ’ 1 + e 2^  J
(2.9)
( 2 . 10)
( 2. 11)
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where we are given the function
( 2. 12)
(2.13)
7 =  l ( u , p , y ) ,
and we must find the functions
P =  p(u, r, z) ,  
y =  y{u, r, z) .
Equations (2.12) and (2.13) are regular expressions governing the associated map
T qs  =  T o ^ qs o T 1 : T — > T
: (u,r,z,<£) I— > (u ,p ,y ,  <f>),
where the action of T  on T is defined in the natural way, T(u,  r, (f>) = (u, r, T(8),  <f>), 
and f  =  /  x 5R+ x 3^ 2.
In summary the proof involves considering the pde (2.12) on the restriction to a 
quasi-sphere S U|T, for which it reduces to an ode, and 7  =  7 (p,y).  The existence 
of solutions to the ode can then be proven subject to boundary conditions, and the 
function p (u ,r, z) then reconstructed from equation (2.13). The map of coordinate 
charts T qs is then shown to be invertible. The main difficulty to be overcome is 
to show that the quasi-spheres can be constructed so th a t they do not fall into the 
region in the interior of the Bondi coordinate frame for which the Bondi coordinates 
are undefined, and for which the initial assumptions fail.
We now prove the following existence result and estim ates for solutions of the 
desingularised equations (2.12) and (2.13).
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Lem m a 1 Given a bounded Cl function ^{u,p,y) satisfying, for some constants 
p0, e, Cy > 0, the decay estimates
\ l ( u , p , y ) \  < C7( 1 + |y|) 1 e,
V u  G I, p > po, y G ( - 0 0 , 0 0 )
I^p7(u»/>»y)l < ^7 I p,
and given a C1 function y0(u ,r) satisfying, for some constant Co, the estimate
\y0{u,r)\ < C0 VuG /, r > 0, 
tfien 3 a unique C1 solution
p = />(u,r,z;y0),
y =  y K r , z ; y 0),
£0 (2.12) and (2.13) Vr > iü and\!z, satisfying
y(u,r,0) = y0{u,r), (2.14)
/or some constant R > 0 depending on p0,C~, and Co. Moreover, these solutions 
satisfy the estimates
|y(w,r,z) -  z| < <%, (2.15)
1/CP < p(u ,r,z)/r  < Cp, (2.16)
for all u £ I , r > R, z £ ( — 00, 00) and for some constants Cp and 8'0 depending on 
Po,  Cly and Co.
Proof: Define the following function
x _coshz _ .
F(u,r,p,  z,y)  = pe ~  (2-17)
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valid for all p > p0, and for each 8 > 0 dehne the open set
Us = {(u,r, z,y)  G I  x 5£3 : |z — t/| < 6, r  > rs — max(p0, 2(77)e2^ +C7 }, (2.18)
within which the following estimate holds
e- 2 5 <
cosh z 
cosh y < e" (2.19)
Now since
 ^  ^ x cosh z
dfiF = ( (2.20)
we have from (2.19) and the assumptions of the lemma, the following estimate for 
all (u, r, z, y ) G £/$ and all p > po
(1 -  C ^ e - “  < dFiu^y< (2.21)
dp
and hence Vp > max(po, 2(77) > po the estimate,
0 < l e- «  < M )  < 2e".
2 dp
Now since r > in the set £4, we have from the dehnition of rs
F(u,r,p0,z ,y)  < 0, (2.23)
for each (u,r, z,y) G £4. Hence by (2.22) and (2.23) there exists a function,
p = p(u,r,z ,y)  e (p0,oc) V(u,r, z,y)  G Us, (2.24)
satisfying
F{u,r,p{u,r,z ,y) ,z ,y)  = 0,





Now for each 8 > 0, the differential equation (2.12) in the restriction to Us 
becomes
dz
On a fixed quasi-sphere Eu_r this reduces to the ode
d y v , r ( z ) _  - 2 7 ( p ( ^ , z , v 1i, r ( z ) )  , yu ,r(z))
dz
for the function yU)T( z ) =  y(u , r , z ) .  We now impose the normalisation condition
3/u,r(0) =  2/o(w,r),
which forms the boundary condition for the ode (2.26). Now define
<$o =  sup |?/o(u,r)|. 
u £ l , r £ $ l
(2.27)
Then for each 6 >  So,
( u , r , 0 , yo) € Us,
for all a  6 /  and r  >  =  max(p0, 2C'7)e2<5+c'T.
Now since 7 is a bounded C 1 function of u, p and y, there exists a unique (72 
solution
yu,r — yu,r(z i 2/o)j
of the ode (2.26) (see for example [21]) for 2 in any neighborhood Zu%r of z = 0 for 
which,
( u , r , z , y UtT(z;y0)) £ Us,
for each fixed u £ I  and r  > 77. However, the assumptions on 7 imply there is a 
constant Ci depending on and p0 such that
Ci
1 + 1 yu,r ll + c <
dyx
dz < 1 +
cx
1 + 1 ^ | l  +  e
(2.28)
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which from the definition of Us implies the following estimate,
1 - C2
1 +  |z |1+e
<
dyx
dz < 1 +
C2
l +  |z | l+e
V z E Z.u ,r > (2.29)
for some constant C2 depending on <$o, C7 and p0, for each u E I , r > r$ and 8 >  60. 
Now,
dz (VuAz) ~ z)\ =
<
dy^r j z )  ^  
dz
C2
1 + M 1+e
Vz t  Z 'u ,r •>
and integrating over z E (0, 00) implies,
\yuAz) -  z \ < C  + |t/o(u,r)|,
for some constant C depending on £o,G7,po and e.
Suppose we now choose 8 = 8'0 >  80, by
S'o = 2(6  +  80) t (2.30)
then as before we have a unique C 2 solution of the ode (2.26) in any neighborhood 
Zu>r of z = 0 for which (u, r, z, yu,r(z i Vo)) £ £4'» for each fixed u E /  and r > R, 
where iü =  max(po, 2C'7)e25°+c'7. However, by construction this solution satisfies
\yu,r(z ) ~  z l < d'o/2 Vz E ( - 00, oc),
and hence (u,r,  z , y UiT(z; y0)) E U$> for all z E ( — 00, 00). Thus we have shown the 
existence of a C 2 solution on —00 < z < 00 to the ode (2.26) for each u E /  and 
r > R.
Given 7 as a bounded C 1 function of u, p and y, and a normalisation function 
y0(ii, r) as assumed, consider the param etrisation y(u, r, z) =  yu>r(z) of the pde (2.12) 
by ode’s for each u E /  and r > R  . The C2 solutions to the ode’s (2.26) for each u
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and r constructed above now define a solution y(u, r, z; y o) of the initial pde which 
is C 1 in the  variables (u ,r , z). We thus have constructed the required solution of the 
pde (2.12), whilst the function p (u ,r, z) > po can now be reconstructed from (2.24), 
Vr >  R, u  E I .
The claimed estim ates satisfied by these functions now follow as an immediate 
consequence of the above construction, since in the set U$>o in which all solutions 
are contained, the estimates (2.15) necessarily holds, and furthermore we have from 
equation (2.19) the estim ate




and hence, from equation (2.13) and the assumed boundedness of 7 , the second 
estim ate (2.16).
It remains to show that the C 1 map T gs determined by the two functions y(u , r, z) 
and p(u ,r , y) constructed above is actually invertible and hence a diffeomorphism. 
In proving this we need the following derivative estim ate on the function y ,
L e m m a  2 Let y {u ,r , z), p(u ,r, z) be functions satisfying equations (2.12) and (2.13) 
with the normalisation condition y = y0(u ,r) on z — 0, where y0 E C 1 satisfies for  
some constant Co, the estimate
dy0(u ,r )  | Co 
dr  r 2
Vu G / ,  r  > 0.
Suppose further that for some p0, e > 0 3 a constant C7, such that the function  
7 ( u , p , y )  satisfies the bounds:
\Pfifi~\ , 1 ^ 1  , I'Tl <  C ^ p ~ \l  +  M ) - 1" 6 V p >  po, u € / ,  y E ( - 00, 00), 
then 3 constants C  depending on po^C^^Co and e, and R depending on po,C7 and
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Co such  tha t the derivative d y / d r  satisfies:
d y ( u , r , z )
dr
c
V u 6  / ,  r > R ,  z G (—00, 00).
Proof: Taking d / d r  of (2.12) we have:
d z Kd r }
U  -2-y(u,p, y)
dr
_ 2 e~2V ^ -  ^2 , Hi
{ d r  dp d r  dy  '
However, recalling the function F( u ,  r, p, z, y)  defined in (2.12), since
F ( u , r, p(u,  r, z), z, y (u, r, z)) =  0
for all (ti,r, z) G taking the partial derivatives d / d r  and d / d z  gives
d F ( u , r , p , z , y )  _  
dr
d F ( u , r ,  p, z, y)  _  
d z




(1 -  pd„7)
cosh y
cosh z
d y . d j  u
+ P ( ^ -  +  tanhy)} , 





(1 -  p d p7)
<9  ^ Ö'Y




- 2 e ~ 2^
1 -  pdpl
which can be rewritten
d (dy\ + r dy + H -  n






1 -  P dpi
, fry  , d ~t . 1  
{ T y + P Yp UDh y ] ’
2e 7 cosh y d7 
= i-„a,7 coshz v
Now, from the stated conditions on 7 , there exists a constant CGH depending on
C\  and Co such that C and H  satisfy the decay conditions
\G{u,p,y)\  < CGHp X(1 +  I2/I) 1 6
Vy, p > Po-
|tfK/>,y)| < < W ‘ 2(l + |y|)_1"e
However, the existence of functions 3/(14, r, z) and p(u, r, z) satisfying equations (2.12) 
and (2.13) is guaranteed by lemma 1 for all r > R,  where R  is a constant depending 
on po> C7 and Co- Hence from the estimates (2.15) there exists a constant CGH 
depending on p0, C7 and Co such that
|C (u ,r ,z ) | < C'GHr J(1 +  |z|) 1 e
Vz, r > R. (2.34)
\H(u, r , z) \  < C ;„ r - 2(1 +  I*!)“1-
Now under the restriction to a single quasi-sphere u = u ' £ l ,  r — r ' > R,  equation 
(2.33) reduces to an ode for <9t/(z)/<9r,
d
dz < £ >  +  c M
dy_
dr
+ H(z )  = 0,
where the dependence of C and H  on the param eters u and r has been suppressed. 
From the general solution to this ode we obtain on each quasi-sphere, the estim ate
\ dy( , dy0 H  e I Gdz di
34
(2.34) =» < C
=>
/ Hdz
< C '/ r 2, (2.35)
for some constant C  depending on /90, C7, e and Cq. Hence, by the assumptions on 
the function y0(u ,r ) ,  we have from (2.35) the required result
% ( u ’ r ’ z )I <  7 7 V r > i?, u G / z G ( - oo, oo),
for constants C  depending on /?o, C75 e and and i? depending on p0j C7 and Co-
A necessary and sufficient condition that the map ^ qs T — > T, determined 
by the two functions y (u , r , z )  and p(u,r,  z) be invertible is the nonvanishing of the 
Jacobian function, J $ ( u , r , z )  on T, where
Q S
r t , _  dp dy _  dy dp 
r ’ 2 dr dz  dr dz
(2.36)
Now from equations (2.12), (2.31) and (2.32), equation (2.36) implies
^ QSh r ^ )  = ____ !____ {e-752fllj( _j_ p —  tanhz}.(1 - Pdp l y  cosh z P dr ]
(2.37)
We can now answer the question regarding the invertibility of the map ^ q s -
L e m m a  3 Suppose 7 (u ,p , z )  is a given C l function satisfying, for some constants 
pQ and C~f, the decay estimates
Ö7
dy |7 | < c,P- \ i  + M )-1- V u G / ,  p > p0, y £ ( -0 0 , 00),
and furthermore, given the C 1 normalisation condition y = y0( u , r ) on z = 0, satis­
fying for some constant Co > 0 the estimate
Oh(u r )i < 9i
d r y '
Mu G / ,  r  > 0,
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then the map, ^ qs ’ (u, r, z, <f>) \— > (u, p,w, f ) ,  determined by the two functions 
y ( u ,r , z )  and p (u ,r , z) satisfying equations (2.12) and (2.13) is a diffeomorphism on 
the set
fj?o =  G f  : r  > R Q),
for some constant R 0 > 0 depending on p0,C 1 and Co.
Proof: Since 7 satisfies the requirements of Lemma 1 this ensures the existence of 
the C l map ^ qs on Tfl , where R  as determined by Lemma 1 is a constant depending 
on p0, C1 and Cq. Moreover, from equation(2.37), the estimates of Lemma 1 and the 
assumed decay estimates for 7 we have, for some constant Cj  depending on C7, Co 
and p0, the estim ate
Now, using the estimates of Lemma 1 to bound p(u ,r, z) by r, this becomes
l ^ 5S(« ,'r,z )l > C j( l  - C „ \ r — \),
where Cp is a constant depending on (77, Co and p0, and Lemma 2 then gives
where C  is a constant depending on C^,Co,z  and p0. 
Now set
R 0 = m axfi?, 2CPC'},
and we have the result
\J&nA u , r , z)\ > C j > 0 Vli G / ,  r  > R 0, z G ( - 00, 0c).
Q  S
Thus exists as a C 1 map on r # 0, and hence T q5 is a diffeomorphism on T#0 as 
required. ■
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We can now prove the theorem initially stated:
P roof of theorem:
By the comments in Section 2 we need only prove the existence of a diffeomor- 
phism ^Q5, determined by functions y(u,  r, z) and p(u, r, z) satisfying equations (2.6) 
and (2.7) under the regularity conditions stated in (2.2). However, since the trans­
form ation T  in equation (2.8) is a C°° bijection, this is equivalent to proving the 
existence of a diffeomorphism 'Lq s  = T  o ^ q s  o T -1 , satisfying equations (2.12) and 
(2.13) under appropriate regularity and asymptotic decay conditions.
Now, C 1 regularity of 7 and asymptotic decay conditions as in (2.2) imply 3 
constants p0,C 7 > 0 such that
Ö7
|—— (u,p ,iü)| < Cyp~l I sinu;|e,
ow
|^ ( u ,p , t u ) |  < C7p-2 | sinu;|_(1+e),
dp
|7 (u ,p ,u ;)| < G^p 1|sintü | l  +  e
for all u G / ,  p > p0, and w € (0,7r).
Moreover, under transformation T  we have from (2.11) tha t these polynomial 
decay conditions in w become the following exponential decay conditions in y
0 < * , / > , y ) l  <
$7
dy
|^(u ,/> ,2 /)| < C'7/9“2e_(1+€)|y|,
| 7 K / m OI < C7/)-1c - (1+e)|y|,
for all u G /, p > p0, and ?/ 6 ( — 00,00). However, these are much stronger 
conditions than those required in the statem ent of Lemma 3, which now guarantees 
the existence of a map
'Lo<? : r —> r
: (u, r, z, <f>) 1— > (u,p,y,c/)),
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satisfying equations (2.12) and (2.13) with
^ qsK ^ O ,^ )  = (u,p ,y0,<t>).
Now provided the normalisation condition y = y0(u,r) on z = 0 satisfies for some 
Cq > 0 the estimate
Co
r2 Vu G / ,  r > 0,
then the map Tq5  is a diffeomorphism on the subset
Tro = {{uir, z ><t>) € f  : r > R0},
for some constant R0 > 0 depending only on (77, Co and p0, with
^ g5(u, R0, z, 4>) = (u, pu y(u, i?0, ^), <f>),
for some constant pi also depending on C^,Co and p0.
We can now construct the invertible map qs and hence from the expression
'I'qs = T 0  ^ qs oT  \
which is a diffeomorphism of coordinate charts on tyßl (TR0) G M, from a Bondi to 
a null quasi-spherical coordinate frame satisfying the given normalisation condition 
on 0 — 0. The composite map 0  Tß, is now a chart on 0  TQs(rfl0) G M  
covering with null quasi-spherical coordinates the region, Th1(TPl) G M, initially 
covered by Bondi coordinates, as required.
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C h a p te r  3
N ull quasi-spherica l p e r tu rb a tio n s  
of th e  Schw arzschild  so lu tion
In this Chapter we consider the first variation of the Schwarzschild metric within 
the class of null quasi-spherical metrics, or equivalently linear perturbations of the 
Schwarzschild metric which are of the null quasi-spherical form. Thus we consider a 
one param eter family of m etric functions generated by e which for a fixed coordinate 
frame generate the family of metrics
<Ke) — 9o +  zg' +  C(e2), (3-1)
where g0 is the Schwarzschild m etric and g' is a perturbation such tha t to first order 
in e, g(e) is of null quasi-spherical form. We then study the first order linearised 
equations for g ' .
Perturbation analysis was initially applied by Regge and Wheeler [29] to examine 
the stability of the Schwarzschild black hole, with results later extended by Vishvesh- 
wara [37], Zerilli [38] and Moncrief [24]. Of particular interest is the development in 
the understanding of the perturbation field equations. Regge and Wheeler expressed 
the Schwarzschild metric g0 in the usual ( t ,r , 6, <f>) coordinates and chose to decom­
pose the perturbation into odd and even parity modes as defined in section 1.4. 
After imposing a gauge condition on the perturbation it was then found tha t under 
the restriction to axial symmetry that the odd parity field equations for an arbitrary
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fixed perturbation frequency could be expressed as a radial wave equation. Indica­
tions were then given tha t a similar result may hold for the even parity perturbation 
field equations, but no explicit expression was found.
Vishveshwara examined the results of Regge and Wheeler in the Kruskal-Szekeres 
coordinates to study the behaviour of the perturbation equations on the horizon. It 
was also shown that if the perturbation is further restricted by the requirement that 
the perturbed metric be stationary, then the only remaining non-gauge perturbation 
is a rotation. Zerilli then examined the even parity equations and found a corre­
sponding radial wave equation as suggested by the results of Regge and Wheeler.
Moncrief then demonstrated tha t the linearised perturbations could be exam­
ined using a Hamiltonian m ethod, and obtained the equations of Regge-Wheeler, 
Vishveshwara and Zerilli without assuming axial symmetry, a fixed time dependence 
or any gauge conditions on the perturbation. In the process he isolated the gauge 
invariant features of the perturbation and dem onstrated that the Regge-Wheeler 
and Zerilli wave equations have gauge independent significance.
There remained however many unanswered questions related to this phenomenon, 
obscuring the implications for the fully non-linear theory (see Chandrasekhar [12]). 
One of the most curious features is the seemingly unphysical requirement th a t the 
perturbation be split into odd and even parity modes which then satisfy separate 
propagation equations. It has been shown by Chandrasekhar [12] tha t the wave 
equations satisfied by each mode are physically equivalent (in terms of reflection and 
transmission coefficients), although the underlying reasons for this remain unclear. 
Of further interest was the discovery by Chandrasekhar [12] (following considerable 
earlier work by Press, Teukolsky, Starobinsky and Churilov [34, 35, 27, 28, 15]) tha t 
the construction of the radial wave equations for the Schwarzschild perturbation 
could furthermore be extended to include perturbations of the Kerr solution.
The null quasi-spherical foliation condition is a natural gauge in which to examine 
this behaviour since the reduction to odd and even parity modes can be completed in 
a coordinate invariant way. Moreover, from the 2-sphere foliation the content of the 
field equations for individual spherical harmonic components is explicitly displayed
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in the quasi-spherical equations themselves, and hence the analysis can be completed 
without referral to a spherical harmonic decomposition.
In section 3.1 the linearised field equations for the null quasi-spherical gauge are 
obtained. We then reformulate the odd (Regge-Wheeler) and even parity (Zerilli) 
equations in this gauge in sections 3.3 and 3.4, from which the geometric content 
of these equations can be seen. Whilst from this calculation it seems tha t the 
inclusion of higher order terms is unlikely to lead to equations for which much 
physical significance can be attributed, and hence the implications of these results 
for the nonlinear theory remain unclear, the formulation does seem to lend itself 
more readily to further analysis since the relationship between the Regge-Wheeler 
and Zerilli equations and the field equations is more apparent.
where dSl2 is the standard metric on S2, and Vo = 1 — 2M/ r ,  can be expressed in 
null quasi-spherical (z , r ,  coordinates via the transform ation
3.1 T h e  L in e a r ise d  field  e q u a tio n s
The Schwarzschild m etric in standard (t, r, 6, <f>) coordinates
ds20 — —v0dt2 +  v0 1dr2 +  r2dQ,2 (3.2)
dt = dz T v0 1dr , (3.3)
for which the m etric takes the form
ds20 =  —v0dz2 — 2dz dr +  r2df l2. (3.4)




where A  £ {1,2}, then the metric becomes
ds20 = - 2  </>V3 +  ü ABß Aß B, 
and the corresponding frame of dual vectors f ß are
h = r l vA,
fz = dT, (3.6)
u — d z  ~ Z ^ o d r i
with the first two vectors f A tangential to the foliating quasi-spheres, and the third 
vector fz being null, explicitly displaying the null quasi-spherical nature. Here a 
source of confusion lies in the choice of metric used to define duality on the sphere, 
since the most geometrically natural metric is that on the standard 2-sphere 
whilst on the manifold the metric in the angular directions differs by a factor of 
r 2. To overcome this confusion two types of tensor indices are used, hatted  indices 
corresponding to quantities on the manifold M , which are expressed with respect 
to the g-orthonormal basis vectors on M , and unhatted  indices corresponding 
to pure S 2 quantities which are expressed with respect to the S 2 basis vA (clearly 
the distinction is meaningless for all but the angular indices 1 and 2). Thus the S 2 
m etric £lAB is used to raise and lower unhatted indices.
Consider now the general null quasi-spherical m etric (1.13)
ds2 = —uv dz2 —  2u dz dr  T r 2£lAB(aA +  ß Adr  -fi 'yAd z ) (a 3  + ß Bdr  +  'yBdz)  (3.7) 
with the coframe basis,
6A = r{aA + ß Adr + 1 Ad z ) ,
03 = u(dr + - v  dz),  ( 3 -8 )
04 -  dz,
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for which the metric (3.7) becomes
ds2 =  - 2  e3eA +  nABeAeB. (3.9)
The frame of vectors dual to the set of one-forms 0ß is
eA = r~lvA,
e3 = u~l (dr -  ß BvB), (3.10)
e4 = (dz -  i bvb) -  i v(dr -  ß BvB).
From the coframe basis (3.8) of the general null quasi-spherical metric we can 
calculate the matrix of connection one-forms defined by the equation
c*V = ds2(eß,V eu). (3.11)
We have
dßA = u~l {r~l 8AB — VBß A}63 A 0B — 8AB — V Bß A) + V b^ a}Ba A 0B,
—r{u~1e4(ßA) +  iu e s ^ " 1) -  6 3 (7 ^ )} ^  A 03 -  r r AB A crB,
d#3 = {u_1e4(u ) ---- ue3 {y)}QA/\ 63 + r~lu~l X7Au 6 A f\ 93 -\— r~1u V Av 0A A d4,
2 2
de4  =  0 ,
where
t b^ = d£l2(vA, V v B) is the connection on 5 2, 
and is the covariant derivative operator on S2.
Hence the connection one-forms for the general null quasi-spherical metric are 
lo\  = t a + n j4C( y [c/?fl] dr + V[C7S] dz),
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w 33 =  - Q aOa -  {u 1(utZ -  ]^vutT) -  ~ v>r18^,
^  a  ~  ~  — 2 VM * ß ß )  "b
-(<3., -  r -1«-1 V,«)«3 + ^r - 'uV^ Ö4,
where
d2 -  1 a v a , 
dr -  ß AvA,
-u~^{r~l VAu -  r/?*,, + r7^ , r ).
, Z
and =
Here the vector vA is as usual to be considered as a both a tangent vector and a 
tangential derivative operator on 5 2, but is not at all related to the derivative \7Av of 
the coordinate function v (a notational ambiguity). Now introduce the components 
u)°ß^  of the connection one-form u>°ß with respect to the coframe basis 87 by the 
relation
^  = ^ e \  (3.12)
from which the covariant and partial derivative operators on M  acting on a vector 
are related by the expression
(3.13)
The components of the connection one-forms for the metric (3.7) with respect to 
the coframe basis (3.8) are
UAb4 - - v ( Q AC\/[cßB] -  TABCß c ) +  ( s r c Mc7B, -  t abc1c \
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T  T  ' 1 BO
~Q A ,
- v ( ^ ( a P b ) — r  1£>a b ) — ^ > v7 b )> 
~ U { ^ ( a P b ) — r  &a b ) 5 
- { Q a -  r~l u~l X7Au),
o,
Q A ,




2 (^ ) ,r ) -
(3.14)
We now wish to construct the most general perturbation of the Schwarzschild 
m etric in (3.4) which preserves the null quasi-spherical form. Since clearly the re­
sulting m etric must be of the form (3.7), we require a one param eter family of 
m etric functions {u(e), v(e), ß A{e), 7 ^(e)}. A direct comparison with (3.4) provides 
the solution
v(e) = v0 +  v +  0 (e2),
u(e) — 1 +  ii -f 0 (e 2), 
ß A(e) = ß A +  ö (e 2),
(3.15)
1 A(e) = 7  ^  +  0 (e2),
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where we have introduced the notation
•S = £[ ^ Ä(£)]l«=o-
Since the shear vectors ß A and 7^ vanish for the Schwarzschild metric, henceforth 
we identify ß A and 'yA with the perturbation quantities ß A and 7*, and dispense 
with the ' notation for these shear vectors.
The perturbation of the Schwarzschild metric then from (3.7) has the form
ds2 =  ds20 -\-ds'2
=  — (v +  v0ü +  v0)dz2 — 2(1 + u)dz dr
+ r 2ClA b (&a +  ß Adr -f 7 Adz)(aB +  ß Bdr -f 7 Bdz), (3.16)
where v, ü, ß A and 7^ are perturbation quantities of order e for which at least two 
(z ,r )  derivatives and all angular derivatives remain at most of order e.
Now, substituting for these metric functions into the form of the connection com­
ponents for the general null quasi-spherical metric we have the following expression:
^ 7  =u;ßy + 7??7 + ^ (e2)> (3-17)
where, w is the connection for the background Schwarzschild m etric with non van­
ishing connection components
w  B C
, - i T AB C  1
1
2 Vo,r  >
o 3
U  A B - \ r  1v0ü AB,
(3.18)
o 4
U  A B r 1 ^ ab ,
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and 77 is the first variation of this connection with respect to the perturbation (3.16), 
and is a quantity of order e. The components of 77 with respect to the coframe 
basis (3 .8) become:
V*b3 =  Ü ^ V loß B]- r \ cß c ,
vx-Bi = -h»(nJcv|c/3B) - r \ c + (n"vle7s] -  r
V \ c  =  0 ,
r ] \Ä = Qa ,
ab ~  2 Vo^ ( aPb) — V ( j47 b )  —  - r  l i)QABy
V AB ~  ~^(AßB)~~r 1ü£lAB, (3.19)
V4a3 = r~l WAü - Q A,
V4ä3 = 0,
V4a4 = Qa ,
V3u  = \ r ~ l V Av,
V 33 =
4 . _ 1 . _  .
7 / 4 4  —  U ' Z ^ V , r  v ou , r ,
where t abc are the component of the connection one form on S 2 with respect to the 
basis <j c , defined by the relation
and
Q a = ^ ( r _1 -  rdzß A +  rdr7*).
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From the Levi-Cevita connection w on a manifold we define the curvature 2-form
T as follows (see for example [19]):
r \  = dw \ + u>\ Au>\
= d w \x
=  ( < ^ a +  A * \  (3.20)
and then choose as the convention for the definition of the Riemann curvature tensor 
Riem ,
T \ = l- R i e m \ ^ h  9»(3.21)
The components of the Riemann curvature tensor expressed in terms of the compo­
nents of the connection with respect to the frame eß dual to the one-form basis 0M 
take the form
R ie m abcd — ec(u>abd) — ed(uabc) +  wahcwhhd ~  w#ww\ c
- ^ d c ^ b h  +  ^ c d ^ b h -
Now taking a variation of this expression with respect to the perturbation leads 
to the following expression for the components of the first variation Riem ,  of the 
curvature tensor
R iem ahci = ec(w u ) +  fc(vhc) -
(3.22)
where f ß is the frame of basis vectors for the Schwarzschild metric as in (3.6), and 
the first variation of this frame under the perturbation (3.16) is eM, which becomes:
eA =  0,
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e3 -i idr -  ß AvA, (3.23)
e4 =  - ~ v d r +  - v 0ß AvA -  i ava.
Now, on applying the components of the connections for the background Schwarz­
schild m etric and the perturbed metrics in (3.18) and (3.19) to the expression for 
variation of the Riemann tensor in (3.22), one obtains the following:
R i e m Ä~sdb = r - l {ÜABGH^ CDBFn GE( v M Hß F) - ^ {Hl F)) + r~l n ABCD(v - v 0ü)},  
R i e m Äb&3 = r - ^ Q , ADV c\7[Bß D]- r - l n ABCD( ß D- r ~ l V Dü + Q D)},
R i e m Aäd4 = r - 1{ n AD\7c( V [B'iD] - ^ v 0Y [Dß B])
R i e m Ab34
R i e m A3ö3
R i e m A3b4
R i e m A334
R i e m A4dA
RzCTYl ~  4 3 4
R i e m 3 3 34
~  v°ßD -  ' ■ ' 1V DV + vcQ°)},  
QAD(drV iB-yDj — 3zV ib/3dj), 
r - 2dT[r2n AI>V(cßD)] +
r~ 'V cQA + (lA°[dz -  !■v ß T -  i r - ' ( l  + «o)]V(„/?D)
- f r_1n ^ DV (c7c) +  )^r~l t iAc(drv -  v0tTü), 
r~2{dr(r2Q A) - V Aü},
^ { r ~ 2V c V Av -f r~1QAc [~v2drü +  dz(v -  v0u)}
- S l AD[dz -  i v0dr +  ^ r _1( l -  3v0)](v0V {Dß B) -  2V (d7b))}, 
^ ( r - ' V ' v )  +  (d2 -  l- v 0dr-  r - \ 0)(QA -  r “1 V^ti) 
- l- r - 2v0V Aii,
T v0tru "b - d r(v0dru) drzu -f- ~<9r u,
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where
JA B C D —  RF>
Now, from the Riemann tensor, Riem, we define the Ricci tensor Ric  as follows:
RicßV =  Riem* ßKl/. (3.24)
Since we have chosen a representation by a frame eß for which the metric has constant 
coefficients, the perturbation gßV =  0, and hence the pure perturbation component 
of the Ricci tensor R ic , is expressible in terms of the perturbation component of the 
Riemann tensor in the following simple way
R i c = Riem* ßKV. (3.25)
Next we define the Einstein tensor E in  as the divergence free part of the Ricci Tensor 
via
E m ßU — RicßV (3.26)
and once again the perturbation component E in  takes the simple form
E in ßV — RicßV
1
2
9 ^ 9  R ic \£. (3.27)
As yet the m etric on the quasi-spheres in terms of the frame vectors vA has not been 
specified. We now choose the S 2 tangent vectors to be orthonormal, and introduce 
the complex null frame vector m and its complex conjugate m on a complex line 
bundle as in (1.18)
m  = ( v i - i v 2) / V 2, 
m =  (yi+iv2)ly/2,
(3.28)
for which the m etric on S 2 becomes
ds2 =  2m^Am B)GA(jB,
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where vectors on S 2 are represented in this frame in the natural way as discussed 
in section 1.5. Associated with this complex frame are the pair of spin weighted 
differential operators
9  =  V m,
f t  —  V T T i,
as defined in equation (1.23). Taking advantage of this notation and the expres­
sion (3.27) we can now calculate the form of the pure perturbation component of 
the Einstein tensor E in ßl/ for the general null quasi-spherical perturbation on a 
Schwarzschild background
Einern = ( E m u  +  E in 22) / 2 
=  R l C 34
=  R ie m *3^ 4 +  R iem  334
— 2 ^ ~  ^ r z  +  r~2 A]ii -f- dzdivß  +  r~2dT[r2div(') — v0ß)\
+r~2 dT(r2 drv) +  v0tTdrü },
E in mm = (E m u  — E in 22 -  2 iE in i2)/2
* . 3 • . 4 . .  • . 3 - 4 .
=  R iem  131 — R iem  242 — i[Riem  132 + R iem  142)
=  r~2dr[r2d'(v0ß  — 7)] — dz&ß — r~2d'd'ü,
• # , ~ 
E in 33 = Riem 3Ä3
=  r 2dr[r2divß] -f 2r 1dTii,
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E in4 4 Riem  4 4^
^r~2 Av -  dz -  ~v0dr + ^Uo.r ~ 7,“1Uo)[^v(ue/9 -  2 7 )]
+ r -1( i VoaW  + 0*(v -  u0ü)),
Ein34 Ricu
RiemA1^ 2 -f- Riem3132 +  Riem4142 
- r ~ 4dr[r4<izt;(v0ß — 7)] — -d zdivß — r~2 dr(vv)
-\-r~2ü ---- r~2 Aü,
2
Ein3rn — (R1C31 -  iRic32)/V2
= [RiemA3^ l +  Riem3 331 — i(RiemA3^ 2 +  Riem 3 332)]/\/2  
=  -  A -  1]/? -  ^rdr(r_2#ü) +  ^r~3dr [r4(dz/3 -  ft.7)],
Einern =  (Ricti — iRic42)/
= [RiemAAÄ1 — Riem4 441 — i(RiemA ^ a2 — i?zem4442) ] / \ /2
=  ^  -  A -  1](7 -  iüo/3) + ^  3(dz -  ^ 0dr)[r4(dr7 -  dz/3)]
— r(d, -  i Vear) ( r - 2^ )  +  r - ^ r ( ^ ) ,
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where the following notation has been introduced
divi -  &£ +  # ( ,
A( = (&&+&&)£.
The components of the Einstein tensor E i n ßU are spin weighted functions on the 
sphere, and as such can be decomposed into even and odd parity components in 
the manner described in section 1.4. The advantage of such a decomposition is tha t 
the tensor separates into 2 independent (even and odd) components defined by the 
relation (1.35), which can be separately analysed. Hence we now form the following 
decomposition,
EznßV — (Einßv'jj£ven (E/2/7t.^1/)q (^£
=  +  *&«')>
M<2
for each [i and 17 where f ßU and gßU are real functions.
We first make the observation that the components of the linearised Einstein 
tensor, E in 33, E i n 44 and E in 34 are all real spin zero functions and hence
by definition purely even. Now for the component i?m mm note tha t since u is real 
and hence even, we have tha t d2  u is also of even parity. Thus defining Odd{(]  
and E v e n { ( }  as the projections onto the odd and even parity components of (  
respectively we have,
(Eznmm ^ EVen — Evcn{  Eznmrn }
=  E v e n { r ~ 2 dT[r2 &(v0ß  — 7)] — dz&ß] — r~2&dü 
— r~2dr [r2 d'{v0E ven{ß]  — Even{^}) \
—dz&Evenlß} — r ~ 2 d'd'ii, (3.29)
( Ez?7.mTn ^jOdd. — O d d {  E'Z72mm )
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=  Odd{r 2dr[r2d(v0ß  -  7 )] -  dzd ß )
=  r~2dr[r2d{vo0dd{ß}  -  Odd{7 })] -  dzdfOdd{ß}, (3.30)
since v0 =  u0(r) is real and constant on the quasi-spheres, and since dr , dz and by 
definition & commute with the projection onto even and odd parity components.
Similarly, since divß  is a real spin zero quantity it is necessarily even, and fur­
thermore
(■drdiv -  A ) ß  = dfdfß +  d'd'ß -  d d ß  -  d d ß  
=  d'd'ß -  d'd'ß
(1.24) =► =  d'd'ß -  d'd'ß -  ß
= z d m d ß } ] - ß ,
and hence
Even{(dd iv  — A)/?} =  — Even{ß) . (3.31)
Thus we have
(^EzTL^m) E v e n  — E l )  CTi { E lT L ^ m  }
1
=  ——r x{r 2dT[r4(drE ven {^}  — dzEven{ß})]
-fr 2dr(r 2du)  +  2 E v e n { ß }}, (3.32)
(^EzTL^m'jodd  —  O d d {  EzTl^vn }
=  \ r - 3dT{r\dzO d d { ß } - d TOdd{1 })}
- ^ - ' ( A  +  l )Odd{ß],(3.33)
and similarly
(Ezn4rn)Even = E v e n { E z n Am)
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— l i r 2(dz -  - v 0dr)[r4(drEven{ ' i}  -  dzEven{ß})\-\-  dr(&v)
~{dz ~  \ v 0dr)(r 2&u) -  2(Even{' j}  -  ^ v 0E v e n { ß } ) } , (3.34)
( EzTl^rn ^ Odd — Odd{ E  Z7T-4m }
=  — - r  T{r 2dr[r4(dTEven{^}  — dzEven{ß})]
-\-r2dr(r 2d'ü) +  2Even{ß}} . (3.35)
We return to these expressions when we consider the equations of Regge-Wheeler, 
Zerilli, Moncrief and Chandrasekhar in sections 3.3 and 3.4. Here we notice tha t 
the spherical sym m etry of the background Schwarzschild metric implies th a t the 
odd and even parity components of the Einstein tensor are generated respectively 
by the odd and even parity components of the metric perturbation (in the NQS 
perturbations (3.16) the even parity perturbations are thus generated by fi, v and the 
even parity components of the vectors ß  and 7 whilst the odd parity perturbations 
are generated by the odd parity components of the vectors ß  and 7). This was 
an a-priori assumption of the decomposition of the m etric perturbations of Regge- 
Wheeler and Zerilli which will in general not hold if the background m etric contains 
components of mixed parity.
3.2 R em ain in g  gauge freedom s and gauge invari­
ant q u an tities
Consider now a family, g'(e), of null quasi-spherical perturbations of the Schwarz­
schild metric as in (3.1)
A gauge transformations acting on the metric g is determined by a diffeomorphism 
generated by an infinitesimal vector field Y . We may however write for each e
d { e ) — 9o +  tg +  0 ( e 2 ). (3.36)
Y  = eX  +  0 (e 2),
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for some vector field X.  Thus the action of a gauge transformation on the one 
parameter family of Schwarzschild perturbation metrics g(e) is,
5(e) = <M 3(e)) + 0(e2)
= d{e) +  £txg0 +  0(e2)
= 9o + t{g' + £xgo) + ö(e2), (3.37)
where Cx is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector X.  The transforma­
tion (3.37) is then equivalent to the family of Schwarzschild perturbations
g{€) = go + eg" + 0(e2), (3.38)
where g" is the family of metrics related to the metric g' by the transformation
g" = g + £ x go- (3.39)
Hence the effect of the gauge transformation (3.37) acting on the family g(e) of 
perturbations of the Schwarzschild metric is equivalent to the perturbation (3.3S) of 
the Schwarzschild metric. If we restrict the vector Y,  and subsequently for each e the 
vector X , by the requirement that the gauge transformation (3.37) preserves the null 
quasi-spherical structure, then the set of such transformations corresponds to the 
remaining gauge freedom within the null quasi-spherical gauge for the Schwarzschild 
perturbation. Here we wish to determine perturbation quantities which are invariant 
under all such transformations and hence constitute the true degrees of freedom 
(those not realised by a diffeomorphism) of null quasi-spherical perturbations of the 
Schwarzschild metric.
Write the Schwarzschild metric in the form of (3.4) and choose a basis frame for 
vectors as in (3.6). Now for some functions and ( A, write the vector X  with 
respect to this frame as
X  = X Qf a
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T 'C Ia + u h + vJA. (3.40)
The requ irem ent th a t the  transfo rm ation  (3.39) preserves the n u ll quasi-spherical 
s tru c tu re  o f g' im p lies the fo llow ing two relations
{ £ x 9o} ab =  0, (3.41)
=  0, (3.42)
where fo r the  Schwarzschild m e tric  g0 w ith  covariant 
0
connection uj we have
{ £ x g o } a ß  =  2 V ( aXß).
derivative  opera tor V  and
(3.43)
F rom  equation  (3.41) we have
^ ( a X b) = 0
=> r 2V (j4X B)— X ß = 0
w h ich  fro m  the  d e fin itio n  of X  in  (3.40) and the connection components fo r the 
Schwarzschild m e tr ic  in  (3.18) im plies
o
'II (3.44)
d i v (  =  2 r (3.45)
where, the  com plex n u ll basis (3.28) has been adopted on S 2. However, fro m  the 
firs t o f these expressions since (  =  (C1 — i ( 2) / \ / 2 is a spin 1 quan tity , and by the 
completeness o f the spin 1 spherical harmonics can necessarily be expressed as a
series in  1y jm, (1.32) im p lies
C =  £  Cm(z , r )& Y lm, (3.46)
| m | < l
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for some complex valued functions Cm(z ,r) . Similarly, equation (3.42) implies
drv =  0. (3.47)
Hence for the gauge transformation (3.39) to preserve the null quasi-spherical struc­
ture of the perturbation, the vector X  in equation (3.40) must satisfy the expressions 
(3.45)- • -(3.47). However, (3.47) implies
V =  / ( 2 , 0 ),
where 6 is some coordinate on 5 2, whilst from (3.45) and (3.46)
&{#[ C'rn(z , r )dYim)} =  2r~l ()-v0v -  fi)
|m|<l
==> H =  \ [ r H  ^{C'm(^,»')yim} +  Vof(z,0)].
|m|<l
The gauge freedoms remaining in the Schwarzschild perturbation after the NQS 
gauge has been imposed are thus determined by the function f ( z , 9 )  and the three 
complex functions Cm(z,r) .  However, given an initial null hypersurface the null 
foliation is determined by the inward null ( / 4) direction and hence by the function 
f ( z , 6 ) .  Then given an initial 2-sphere on each null hypersurface the boost free­
dom of the 2-sphere foliation is fixed by the fa direction and hence by the functions 
^{Cm(2, r)YJm}. The remaining freedom corresponding to the rotation of the foli­
ating 2-spheres is then determined by the remaining (divergence free) component of 
the variation, ^ { C m(z,r)Y jm}.
Now consider the perturbation metric g(e), which can be written in the general 
form of equation (3.16)
ds2 =  — (fi T v0il -f v0)dz2 — 2(1 -f u)dz dr
+  t20.ab{ga -f ß Adr -f 'yAdz)(crB +  ß 9dr -j- 7 s dz) + 0 (e 2), (3.48)
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where ß A,'yA,ü  and v are functions of order e, introduced by the perturbation g' in 
equation (3.36). Under the gauge transform ation (3.39) these functions transform 
in the following way:
ß A ß A + e8ßA + 0{e2),
—>7 n e V  + Ofe2), 
ii — » ü +  eSii +  0 (e 2), 
v — > v +  e8v -f- 0 (e 2),
(3.49)
where,
rSßA -  {Cxgo}{fA,dr)
= {CxgoKhJs)
=  2 V(^X3)
=  rdr( A -  Au, (3.50)
rS-/A = {Cx g0} ( f A, dz)
=  { £ x g 0}(fA, U)  +  ^Vo{Cxg0}(fA, fs)
=  2V(^X4) + u0V(^X3)
= rdz( A -  r~l \?Ag -  ^ v 0V Au, (3.51)
Sil = - { C x g 0}(dr,dz)
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= - { £ x 9o ) { h i U  + ^ 0 / 3 )
= dTfl + dzV -  2UVo,r + \f>0dTV
(3.47) = >  = drfi 4- dzv -  ii/v0fr, (3.52)
8v = v0{Cxg0}(dr,dz) -  {Cx g0}{dz,dz)
= Vo{£xg0 }{f3 , h  + \ v<>h) -  {Cxg0 }{f 4 + ^ 0/ 3 , h  + ^ 0/3)
—  4~ 2 d z fL V0d r f^ 4*
(3.47) = 7  = 2dzfjL — v0dTfi 4- v0tTfi. (3.53)
We now look for quantities constructed from ii,i>,/3,7 which are invariant under 
the gauge transformation (3.39). Forming linear combinations of the expressions 
(3.50)- -(3.53) one has
8la ~ v J ß A = (dz -  v0dr)(A -  r~2( V Afi ~ ^ v 0Vu)
(3.44) = >  = (dz -  v0dr)(A + ^ r -1 X Adiv(,
and,
8v -  v08ii = 2(dz -  v0dT)fL -  v0dzv 4- uc_r(/x 4- -v 0i/) 
(3.47) = 7  = 2(dz -  v0dr 4- ^v0|r)(/i -  ^u0^ )
(3.44) = - r ( d z -  v0dr 4- - v 0tT)div(.
However, from (3.46) we now need to distinguish between gauge transformations 
induced by the spherical harmonic components of a vector X  with / = 1 and / > 2.
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For the components l  >  2 (  must vanish and hence the projection onto / >  2 of the 
two quantities
01 (3.54)
v  —  V0Ü, (3.55)
are invariant under such gauge changes. Thus, the spectral components with / >  2 
are gauge invariant quantities of the linearised theory.
In sections 3.3 and 3.4 we adapt the calculations of Regge-Wheeler and Zerilli for 
the perturbations of the Schwarzschild metric to the null quasi-spherical gauge, and 
in doing so construct evolution equations for the gauge invariant quantities (3.54) 
and (3.55). Moncrief [24] first realised the gauge invariant nature of the Regge- 
Wheeler Zerilli equations by constructing the gauge independent components of the 
perturbation metric. In this calculation Moncrief assumed a 3+1 decomposition of 
the manifold and without imposing any additional gauge restrictions constructed 
separately the most general odd and even parity metric perturbations and extracted 
the corresponding gauge invariant quantities. In contrast we have not assumed an 
odd/even parity decomposition, however have prescribed a rigid gauge condition to 
reduce the range of allowable perturbations.
3.3 O d d  p a r i t y  p e r t u r b a t i o n s
Regge and Wheeler [29] define the odd parity component of a vector field on S 2 
to be tha t part for which spherical harmonic components o ^ m  satisfy
( 0 / ^ , ) / m  —  const €  ^  ' Y l m , v , (3.56)
where is the totally antisym m etric 2-tensor, which in particular implies tha t the 
divergence of the odd parity component of (f> vanishes. This definition was then 
generalised to include the concept of odd parity components of a tensor and hence 
of a metric.
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However, having imposed a foliation of the space-time manifold by m etric 2- 
spheres, the S 2 underlying structure is explicit. As a result the decomposition into 
odd and even parity as defined by equation (1.35) may be constructed without ref­
erence to spherical harmonic components, and furtherm ore without an explicit coor­
dinate choice on the 2-spheres. Subsequently, with the NQS approach all spherical 
harmonic components can be treated together rather than  individually, and without 
the assumption of axial symmetry.
From section 1.4, a vector field (  on S 2 is of odd parity if for some real function 
/  we can write
C =  i » f ,  (3.57)
from which we have
div (  =  ^.{id'd'f}
= K { i A f }
---■ 0
which then agrees with the definition given by Regge and Wheeler [29] for which the 
odd parity component of a vector is divergence free.
From the components of the linearised Einstein tensor previously calculated, the 
equations satisfied by the purely odd perturbation components are the following:
(E in mm)odd = r _2dr [r2#(u0/3 -  7 )] -  dzd?ß, (3.58)
2r ( E in 3m)odd = r~2dT[r4(dzß  -  dr^)) -  (A +  1)/?, (3.59)
2r(EinAm)odd = - ( A +  l)(q  -  ^ v 0ß)  +  r~2(dz -  ^ u 0dr )[r4(dr7 -  dzß)], (3.60)
where we now assume that the vectors ß  and 7 in these expressions are purely odd
and hence omit the projection operator Odd, and further consider only the odd 
parity components of the Einstein tensor and hence for brevity omit the subscript
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odd for the remainder of this section. Now from (3.59) and (3.60) we have
2r 1 (E in 4m -  ^ v 0E i n 3m) = d2z7 -  d\ß  -  r 2(A +  1)(7 -  v0ß),  (3.61)
and then from (3.58) this implies
2T (£hn4m 0EtTi2m) Evnmrn)
=  d 2rz~i -  r~ 2(A +  1)(7 -  v0ß ) -  r~2d 2z[r2(v0ß  -  7 )]
=  2ö 2z(7 -  v0ß)  +  r 2d 2z[r_2u0ß] + 2r _1d27 
-  r _2(A + 1)(7 ~  v0ß),
where from (1.32) it can be seen that the operator & has kernel equal to the set of 
all functions of spin weight s with spherical harmonic weight l =  s, and hence the 
operator c T l : C? —> Cl is defined as the inverse of the operator d> restricted to the 
set >  2 modes}. Furthermore, from (3.58) we have the relation
dr(v0 & ~ 1 E in mm) = r 2dr[r~4v 0dr{r 2 (v0ß  -  7 )}] -  r 2 d 2z[r~2v 0ß]
+  2r~3vodr[r2(v0ß  -  7 )] -  2r~1dz(v0ß  -  7 ) -  2r~ 1d27 ,
and thus the expression
2r (ElTl^m ~ VqE iTL^tti) ßz\&~ ElTLmrrl] "h dT{Vo& El7lmrnß
=  -  r _2(A H- 1)(7 -  v0ß)  +  r 2dT[r~4v0dT{r2(voß  -  7 )}] 
+  2r _1(92z[r(7 -  v0ß)\  +  2r~3vodr[r2(v0ß  -  7 )],
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which after some rearrangement takes the form
2 ( ^ E  Z7l^m  2 V 0 ElTl2>rri) T ^ 0 d z ) { v o&  ^^mm)
=  [vo0 2 -  2dr2z 4- v0<rdr -  r~lv0}T +  r~2A]{r(v0ß  -  7)} (3.62)
+  r~2(2 -  3u0 + rv0tT){r(v0ß  -  7)},
where the first term  on the right hand side is the wave operator V MV M on a Schwarz­
schild background acting on (v0ß  — 7). Now if we make the definition
Q odd = K 7 “  voß)> (3.63)
then since the perturbation functions u and v are real and hence have vanishing 
odd parity component, from equation (3.54) the function Q 0dd is the odd parity 
component of the gauge invariant perturbation quantities previously found. Defining
r* =  r  +  2M  ln(r — 2m), (3.64)
and imposing the linearised vacuum field equations E i n uu = 0, equation (3.62) 
becomes
K d r2. -  2 d ^ z +  r~2A]Qodd = r~ 2( 1 -  6r~1M ) Q odd, (3.65)
which is the null quasi-spherical gauge equivalent of the Regge-Wheeler wave equa­
tions for the spherical harmonic components of odd parity perturbations of the 
Schwarzschild metric. To see this note the transformation between coordinate vec­
tors, (dz1dT) in the null Quasi-Spherical frame and the coordinate vectors, (dt,d r) 
in the standard Schwarzschild frame:
(dz ,d r) -> (du v0 1dt + dr)
under which equation (3.65) transforms to




Now introducing the spin 1 spherical harmonic decomposition
Qodd = (3.68)
for which the Laplacian has eigenvalues 1 — /(/ +  1), equation (3.67) becomes
d2t Qlm -  d2r Qlm +  r~2v0{l(l +  1) -  6 M /r ) Q lm =  0. (3.69)
For Z >  2 this is precisely the Regge-Wheeler equation for the gauge invariant com­
ponent of the odd parity perturbation, and is equivalent to equation (4.20) of [24]. 
However, the above construction is itself valid only for spherical harmonic compo­
nents l >  2, since equation (3.58) is a spin 2 equation for which the / < 2 components 
are undefined.
We now calculate the odd parity component of the gauge transformations exam­
ined in the previous section, and determine the content of the / =  0,1 modes of the 
odd parity perturbation. Consider now a general gauge transformation acting on 
the Schwarzschild metric. As in section 3.2 we can write this action as
9 — 9o + £ tX9o +  ^ (e 2), (3.70)
where e and X  are as in equation (3.37). As noted at the end of section 3.1, the 
odd parity field equations are generated by the odd parity components of the metric 
perturbation. Moreover, as demonstrated in section 3.2, a gauge transform ation 
acting on the Schwarzschild metric is equivalent to a perturbation as in equation 
(3.38) with g' =  0. Hence the gauge transformation (3.70) generated by a vector X  
is equivalent to the perturbation
9{e) — 9o +  zg' +  0 (e 2), (3-71)
where
9ij = {£xgo)„
—  V %X j  + V j X t .
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W riting X  as in equation (3.40) with
X  — r ( A Ja +  ^ f z  +  j
we have tha t X  generates a NQS gauge transformation if it satisfies equations (3.44), 
(3.45) and (3.47). Furthermore, the metric perturbation g' is odd if in addition the 
scalar components g'AA and g3A vanish, and the vector components g'3A and gAA are 
odd. Hence we require
V 4X 4 =  0,
(dz — u 0(9r ) i /  ^ 4 4  —  b ?
which from the connection components (3.18) and equation (3.47), is satisfied only 
if v = 0. Now we find
93A = d r X A , (3.72)
which is an odd parity vector only if ( A is of odd parity and hence satisfies
C =  ifrf, (3.73)
for some real function / .  Imposing equation (3.45) now implies the condition fi — 0.
W riting the gauge transformed NQS metric g under the restriction tha t X  is of 
odd parity (and hence that the equivalent metric perturbation contains only odd 
parity term s), we have
g = 9o + 2 r(ßAdr +  7 Adz)6A, 
where from equations (3.50) and (3.51) we have
ß A = tdT( \ (3.74)
7 J = & .(* , (3.75)
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are perturbation quantities. For this perturbation we see
dzß A -  dr l A =  0, (3.76)
whilst from (3.46) the NQS condition implies tha t the only non zero spherical har­
monic components of the vectors ß A and /yA are the / =  1 mode. Thus the NQS 
gauging condition removes all l ^  1 odd parity gauge freedoms in the perturbation, 
(. This remaining freedom corresponds to the freedom to rotate the quasi-spheres.
The linearised field equations for the most general / =  1 mode, odd parity, NQS 
perturbation of the Schwarzschild metric become
E in 3m = r~4dr[r4(dzß  -  drq)] =  0,
(3.77)
EiTi^rn —v0 EzTi3m — '2 '^  d z \dzß  — 0,
We now show that any solution to the equations (3.77) is gauge equivalent to the 
Kerr solution linearised about the Schwarzschild metric. From (3.77) we have
dzß - d r l = ]T  Cm r - \ y lm, (3.78)
|m|<l
which is an equation constraining the perturbations, and furthermore by comparison 
with equation (3.76), for Cm 0 these are not gauge equivalent to the Schwarzschild 
metric. However, we now apply the odd parity gauge freedom satisfying equation 
(3.50), with the components of the gauging vector X  satisfying (jl =  v — 0 and
edr(  = - ß .  (3.79)
Applying such a gauge transform ation enforces the condition ß  = 0, from which 
equation (3.78) becomes
- 3 . 7 =  E Cm r - \ Y lm. (3.80)
| m | < l
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Now impose a gauge freedom fixing m  = 0, which is equivalent to labeling the axis 
of the quasi-sphere appropriately. Then since we are considering odd perturbations, 
7 is a spin 1 odd function and must satisfy
7 = i&f,  (3.81)
for some real function / ,  and hence the constant in equation (3.80) must be purely 
imaginary. Now choosing an orthonormal frame vA we have from (1.40)
7 — (71 ~ ^72) / v/2,
from which the choice of axis above implies 7 1 =  0. Thus we have that the general 
odd parity / =  1 perturbation is gauge equivalent to the perturbation,
7 2 =  O - 3 i F10, (3.82)
for some choice of orthonormal frame v A on S 2, where C is some real constant and 
all other perturbation functions vanish. We now dem onstrate tha t this perturba­
tion is gauge equivalent to the Kerr solution expressed in Boyer and Lindquist [11] 
coordinates linearised about the Schwarzschild metric.
The Boyer Lindquist form of the Kerr metric is given by
ds2 =  — dt2 +  p2(A _1d r2 +  d02) +  ( r2 +  a2) sin2 6d4>2
+ 2mrp~2(dt — a sin2 0d(f))2, (3.83)
where
2 2 1 2 2 üp =  r +  a cos V,
A — r 2 — 2mr  + a2,
and a can be interpreted as angular momentum per unit mass. Since for a = 0 
the metric (3.83) reduces to the standard Schwarzschild metric, we can treat a as a
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perturbation param eter taking the Schwarzschild m etric to the Kerr metric. Hence 
linearising the m etric (3.83) about a (ie. discarding terms of order a 2) we have
ds2 — ds20 — 4amr~l sin2 Odtdcfi, (3.84)
where ds2 is the standard Schwarzschild metric. However, if we now consider the 
Schwarzschild m etric in null coordinates, applying the change of frame (3.3) we have
ds2 =  ds20 — 4amr~l sin2 0(dz -f v~1dr)dß, (3.85)
which with respect to the natural orthonormal frame on S 2 becomes
ds2 =  ds2 — 4amr~l sin 9(dz +  v~l dr)a2, (3.86)
where a 2 = sin 6d<j>, which is of the form of a null quasi-spherical perturbation of the 
Schwarzschild m etric (3.16) with
ß 2 = — 2amr~3v~l sin 0,
7 2 =  — 2arar- 3 sin$,
and all other perturbation components vanishing. From equation (3.76) since ß  is 
independent of z it is gauge equivalent to ß  =  0, and hence there is a coordinate 
gauge in which ß  =  0, 7 1 =  0 and we have
7 2 =  — 2arar-3 sin #, (3.87)
which is equivalent to equation (3.82) and where the constant C determines the 
angular m om entum  of the linearised Kerr solution.
Thus, for odd parity solutions of the linearised Einstein equations, the spherical 
harmonic weight / =  0 contributes no solutions, / =  1 produces only the linearised 
Kerr solution, whilst / >  2 generates the Regge-Wheeler equations. The in terpreta­
tion of this result given by Moncrief [24] and Vishveshwara [37] is tha t the / =  0,1 
modes of the odd parity component of the Schwarzschild perturbation are nonradia- 
tive.
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3.4 E v e n  p a r i ty  p e r tu rb a t io n s
The even parity perturbations are defined in section 1.4, and for such perturbations 
we have ii and v non-zero (and real), ß = dfb and 7 = &c for some real functions b
and c. The even parity components of the Einstein tensor E i n ßU are
(E i n mm)Even = - r ~ 2d'{d'ü + dr[r2^  -  v0ß)] + r2dzß ) ,  (3.88)
( E in mrn)Even = ^ r~ 2 {dr[r2 div(7 -  v0ß) + r2dr(v -  v0w)] + r2dzdivß
+AÜ + r2[ - 2(dz -  v08r) + r _1(3 -  u0)]<9rü}, (3.89)
{Ein33)Even = r~2dT[r2divß] + ‘l r~ l dTü, (3.90)
{Ein34)Even = - ^ r ~ 2{r~2dT[r4div(~f -  v0ß)} + r 2dz(divß)
+ ( A - 2 ) ü  + 20r(H>)}, (3.91)
(E in 44)Even = r~2{(dz -  \ v 0dr + ^ v 0ir)(r2div(7 -  ^ v 0ß)) + ^ A v
+rdzv -  rv0(dz -  ~v0dr)u}, (3.92)
(E in 3m)Even = —^ r -1 {r~2 dr[r4 (dT~f — dzß)] + r2dr(r~2&u) + 2/?}, (3.93)
{Ein4m)Even = \ r ~ l {r~2{dz -  ^ v 0dr)[r4(dr7 -  dzß)} -  (dz -  ]}V0dr)(r~2&u)
+dr(&v) -  2(7 -  ]^v0ß)}.  (3.94)
Henceforth in this section we consider only the even parity component of the Einstein 
tensor and omit the Even subscript.
We now wish to reconstruct the Zerilli equation in null quasi-spherical coordinates 
and determine the components of the Einstein tensor comprising it. The following 
combinations of components of the even parity Einstein tensor lead to considerable
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simplifications:
i  2  •Einzz =  E in u  +  v0Ein34 +  - v 0Ein33
= r~2[dz -  v0dr -  r~l v0 +  ^ v0>T]{r2div(^f -  v0ß)}
+r~ 2[dz -  v0dr + - r _1A]{r(ü -  v0u)},  (3.95)
—r3( E m 3 4 — - d i v d ^ 1 Eirirnrn) =  r 2div{^f — vDß ) +  r(ü — u0ü)
+ r 2 (drü -  v0<rü), (3.96)
2(Einern +  ^ < iz i '^ 1 £’m mm) = r “ 2dr ( r 2<9rt>) +  (u0<92 -  2d2z +  v0<rdr)ii, (3.97)
and
dT(r2div cT'Eirirnrr,) +  r2dzEin33 -  d2{r3(Ein34 -  )}
=  r _1 [5r(rör )](r2c)rt;) -  r[<92 -  2<92z +  r ~ \A  +  2)dr]u. (3.98)
Now we proceed to calculate
Einzz — ^r~2v0dr[r3(Ein34 -  ^divd^1 E inmm)]
— - r _2 [{(v05r -  2dz){r2div('y -  v0ß)  +  r[v -  v0u)}
+ r(3v 0 — l)div(pf — v0ß)  — A(v  — v0u)
—v0dT(r2drv) + r2v0v0>rdru\. (3.99)
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Then
dr {2r2(3.99)} =  [v0d 3 -  2d2z +  v0trdr\{r2d iv ( i  -  v0ß)  +  r(v -  u0ü)} 
+ 2div(7 -  vQß)  +  r - 1(3u0 -  l )dT{r2div(^  -  v0ß)}
— A dr{y — v0u) — dr{v0dr(r2 drv) — r 2v0v0}TdTu ] , (3.100)
and from equation (3.96)
(3.100) + (3v0 -  l)dr{r2(E in M -  E i n mm)}
= [v0d2 -  2d2z +  v0tTdr]{r2div (7 -  u0/9) +  r(v  -  u0ü)} -  A<9r(ü -  v0u)
— (3u0 — l)[2<9rü — 2v0irü — v0dru] — r(3v0 — l )dr(drv — v0yTu)
-\-3r~1v0>rdiv('-y — v0ß) — dr{v0dr(r2drv) — r2 v0v0iTdTu}. (3.101)
Again employing equation (3.96) we can complete the construction of the wave 
operator
(3.101) — rA(Eir i 3 4  — - d i v d ^ 1 Einmm)
= [v0d 2 -  2d2z +  v0,rdr + r - 2A ]{r2d2u (7 -  v0ß)  +  r(v -  u0h)} -f v0A d ru
—(3u0 — l)[2<9rü — 2 v0%rii — v0dru\ — r( 3v0 — l)dr(drv — u0|Th)
+ 3r _1i/0iT.cföu(7 — v0ß)  — dr {v0dr(r2 drv) — r 2v0v0Jdrü } , (3.102)
where now it remains to express the remainder of the equation in terms of the 
function r 2div(7 — v0ß)  +  r{y — v0u). From equation (3.98) we have
(3.102) +  v0[dr(r2divdT1 E i n mni) +  r 2dzE i n 33 -  d 2{r3(E in 34 -  - d i v c T 1 E i n mm)}}
-  lvod? ~ 2d2z +  v0}Tdr +  r “ 2A ]{r2dzu(7 -  v 0ß)  -f r(v -  v0ü)} -  rv0v0trdrii
+3r~l v0iTdiv('y -  v0ß)  — r~l v0dr(r2drv) — rv0(v0d 2 — 2d2z)ii, (3.103)
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and from equation (3.97)
(3.103) +  2rv0(E in mfn+ ^d iv ? T l E in mm)
= [v0d2 -  2d2z +  v0irdr +  r 2A]{r2div(y  -  v0ß) +  r(v -  v0ii)}
+?>rv0Jdiv(~i -  v0ß), (3.104)
Now equation (3.95) can be expressed in the alternate form
r2E i n zz — (dz — v0dr + - r  1 A ) { r 2div(/y — v03) -f r(v — uöh)}
-f -rA dzu (7  -  v0ß), (3.105)
where
A =  1 — 3u0 — A. (3.106)
Then if we introduce
ql =  r2d iv ( i  — v0ß) +  r(v — v0ii), (3.107)
□  =  Vod) -  2d2rz +  v0,rdr +  r " 2 A, (3.108)
then from equation (3.54) and (3.55) the function q\ is a gauge invariant quantity 
associated with the even parity perturbations. We now have
(3.104) — 6r2u0)T.A-1 E i n zz
=  □  qi -  6v0}rA ~ \d z -  v0dr +  ^ r _1 A)qu  (3.109)
where on a subspace of spin weight s functions with fixed spherical harmonic weight 
/, we have
A =  1 — s2 — 3u0 T /(/ T 1)
> 0 for / >  2,
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and hence we consider equation (3.109) only on the subspace / >  2. However, now 
consider the  action of the wave operator D  on A-1^ :
A D ( A - ^ i )  =  □  qi -  6v0tTA~1(dz -  v0dr)qi
—3A~2r~1v0>r[(3v0 -  1)A -  6rv0v0tT]qi. (3.110)
Using (3.110) the right hand side of equation (3.109) may be re-expressed as
A D  (A~l q1) +  3A-1r -1i;0)7.[(3'u0 -  1)A -  6rv0v0iT -  AA](A-1gi). (3.111)
Hence evaluating the left hand side of equation (3.109) we have the following
A-1 {2(dr — 3A ~l v0jT)(r2E i n zz) +  r2v0dzE m 33 +  r _1 v0dr(r3 d ivcT 1 E i n mrn)
+ 2 rVoEirirnn — [2dr(rv0dr) +  v0jT +  r _1 A][r2(E in 34 -  -dzv&~1 E i n mrn)]} (3.112) 
=  □  (A_1^i) +  3A~2r~l v0tr[(3v0 -  1)A -  6rv0v0<r -  AA](A-1gi).
Now imposing the vacuum Field Equations E i n ßV = 0, implies the following equation 
for A~1qi
□  (A- 1q1) +  3A -2r - 1u0,r [(3u0 -  1)A -  6rv0v0iT -  AA](A~1q1) = 0, (3.113)
with O  defined in (3.108). Notice tha t unlike the case for the odd parity pertu r­
bations the presence of the S 2 Laplacian term  in the operator A means tha t equa­
tion (3.113) is not quite the standard inhomogeneous wave equation on a Schwarz­
schild background. It is however equivalent to the Zerilli equation as will now be 
shown.
Consider a decomposition by spherical harmonics of the function q\
q~i — qim(ti ^)k^mi (3.114)
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where qi is spin weight 0 by inspection of equation (3.107), noting th a t div = 
and hence div is a spin lowering operator. Then since Y]m are the eigenfunctions of 
the Laplacian operator on S 2 with eigenvalues —1(1 +  1), the action of the operator 
A under the decomposition becomes
[h.qi)lm — [1 — 3V0 +  1(1 +  1)] qim)
and [A~l qi]im = [1 -  3u0 + / ( / -f l)]_1<^m.
(3.115)
Now writing the wave operator Ö  in the standard Schwarzschild coordinates, and 
as before introducing the radial coordinate
r* = r -f 2M  ln(r — 2M ), 
equation (3.113) can be written
[d?-d?t - r ~ 2/\](A~1qi)-3A~'2r~1v0ir[(3v0- l ) A - 6 r v 0v0tT- A A ] ( A ~ 1q1) =  0. (3.116)
Imposing a spherical harmonic decomposition and using (3.115), equation (3.116) 
becomes
[82t -  ^ . K A - ^ O t a  + =  0, (3.117)
where,
Vim = r~2Vc,{l(l +  1) -  3A_2(1 -  v0)[l2(l l ) 2 -  1 -  3u2]}. (3.118)
For spherical harmonic components l >  2 this is exactly the wave equation for the 
components of the gauge independent quantity for the even parity perturbation of 
the Schwarzschild metric as found by Zerilli [38] (cf. also equation (5.26) of [24]).
As in the case of the odd parity perturbations, the / = 0,1 modes of the even 
parity perturbations are nonradiative, but furthermore, for the even parity pertu r­
bations these modes are purely gauge. The gauge transform ation equivalent to a
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general I = 1 perturbation of the form (3.16) (generated by the even parity / =  1 
functions ü, v , ß  and 7 ) can be explicitly constructed by choosing the vector X  
in equation (3.40) to remove the ß  component of the perturbation. The effect of 
a gauge transformation on the perturbation ß  is given by equation (3.50). Thus 
choosing (  satisfying
edr(r2dr() = —dr(r2ß),  (3.119)
we have ß  =  er~2b(z, 9) +  0 (e 2), for some spin 1 field b. However, since ß  is an even 
quantity we know that b = &f  for some real function Now choosing the
gauge function v(z ,6) = f ( z , 6 ) we have the required gauge transformation.
Now successively applying the even parity field equations we can show that the 
remaining / =  1 even perturbation functions u, v and 7 must vanish. We have from 
the vanishing of the components of the even parity linearised Einstein tensor E i n 33, 
E i n 3m, E i n 3A and Eirim^
ü = /c(z)3£{iTim},
V =  / c ( z ) 3 f c { i > i m } ,
7 =  - r ~ V ( z ) i y lm,
for some function /c(z), and the vanishing of the component E i n zm, k ( z ) =  0 as 
required.
The corresponding result for the / =  0 mode is a trivial consequence of the field 
equations.
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C h a p te r  4
S t r u c tu r e  o f th e  nu ll 
q u a s i-sp h e r ic a l field  e q u a tio n s
As yet the held equations for the null quasi-spherical metrics have been examined 
only up to the level of a linearisation about a Schwarzschild background. However, 
the components of the Einstein tensor for the general null quasi-spherical metric are 
shown in Appendix A, and in this section a procedure which provides a heuristic 
method of integrating the held equations is presented.
4.1 A  re d u c tio n  le m m a
In the introduction it was noted tha t whilst the Einstein held equations consist of 
ten equations for the ten components of the symmetric metric tensor g, the mani­
fold structure ensures tha t the four contracted Bianchi identities are automatically 
satished by the space-time metric. Heuristically one would then expect tha t the 
held equations consist of six independent equations governing the “true dynamical 
freedoms” in the metric. In this section we will prove a Lemma which indicates the 
degree to which this intuitive notion holds, by providing a minimal set of equations 
which when composed with the contracted Bianchi identities are equivalent to the 
vanishing of the ten components of the Einstein tensor. The condition of the Lemma 
have been chosen to m atch the structure of the null quasi-spherical field equations.
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An analogous Lemma has been proven by Sachs [31] adapted to the structure of the 
field equations in the Bondi gauge, and by Lichnerowicz [22] for the ordinary initial 
value problem in general relativity.
L e m m a  4 Suppose that for a manifold M  there is a subregion U C M admitting a 
null quasi-spherical metric g as in (3.7), and a hypersurface A C U transversal to 
e3 and intersected by every integral curve of e3. Imposing the vector frame eß as in 
(3.10), and the complex basis (1.18) on S 2, then if the outgoing null mean curvature 
K + = is everywhere non-vanishing in U, then given any two tensor BßV
which satisfies the Bianchi identities =  0, and the following equations in U:
13 mm  —  0 1
B 3 3  —  0 ,  
- Ö 4 3  —  0 ,
B3m = 0,
if it is further assumed that B4m and E?44 vanish on A, then B^v vanishes everywhere 
in U.
P ro o f: The contracted Bianchi identities for the m etric g imply
g ^ lD .B x ,  -  -  = 0, (4.1)
where Du is the derivative in the direction tangential to the vector ev, and the 
connection components u f  have been calculated for a general null quasi-spherical 
m etric in (3.14). Suppose now we assume the vanishing of the components of the 
tensor B  as prescribed in the statem ent of the Lemma. Expanding the index p in 
the Bianchi identities (4.1) we have
p  = 3  ==> U;^3B4m + UJ^ B^ rh — (^3m +  ^ 3 = 0. (4-2)
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Since B4rn and B44 vanish on the hypersurface A, and K + ^  0 by assum ption, then  
by equation  (4.2),
B -m fh  I A —  0  •
Furtherm ore,
// =  m — D3(B4m) — -f B.
_ a , mm & m m  +  m 3 "b ,)B44 = 0. (4.3)
However, from the  connection com ponents for the general null quasi-spherical m e t­
ric (3.14), uj4m3 = a>b3 =  0, hence substitu ting  an expression for Bmrh from  equa­
tion  (4.2) into equation (4.3) implies
D3(Bim) - — ÜJ. j) B 4m ( ^ 3B 4m +  LO™3B 4rn)
0 +
m  \  
3m /
=  0, (4.4)
which is a homogeneous system  of ode’s for B4m and B4ih on each integral curve of 
th e  vector e3 passing through the hypersurface A Hence if B4m = 0 somewhere on 
an in tegral curve then  B4rn vanishes everywhere along the  curve. However since A is 
everyw here transversal to, and intersects the vector e3, and since B4m = 0 on A, we 
conclude B 4m = 0 everyw here in M . Furtherm ore, we now have from  equation (4.3) 
th e  iden tity  =  0 everyw here in M.
R eturning to  the  Bianchi identity  equation (4.1) we have
= 4 h(B44) +  (2<^ 43 +  w\. — OJ, -  U).m m )Bit  =  0, (4.5)
w here again applying the  same argum ent as earlier, the vanishing of B44 on the 
hypersurface A transversal to the vector e3 implies B44 =  0 everywhere in M. Thus 
the  ten  com ponents of the tensor B  vanish on M  as required.
■
We now apply this Lem m a to the null quasi-spherical field equations.
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4.2 In te g ra t io n  sch em e for th e  N Q S  fie ld  e q u a ­
tio n s
In this section a systematic procedure is presented for integrating the field equations 
for the null quasi-spherical metrics g on a manifold M.  W hilst the procedure is purely 
formal it does indicate the form of the characteristic initial value problem compatible 
with the foliation conditions, and furthermore, suggests explicitly a numerical scheme 
for the evolution of the initial/boundary conditions.
One of the strong advantages of the explicit S 2 foliation within the quasi-spherical 
gauge is the availability of a spherical harmonic decomposition on the foliating 2- 
spheres. The procedure to be presented here strongly relies on this fact by reducing 
each of the field equations from a pde in 4 dimensions to a system of pde’s in 2 
dimensions by the introduction of an appropriately spin weighted decomposition of 
each of the Einstein tensor components, as discussed in section 3.2. Given such a 
decomposition, the components corresponding to a given spherical harmonic weight 
/, m  are then functions of r and z only, and furthermore must vanish by the vanishing 
of the Einstein tensor.
In the linearised theory the position is much simplified, since in the absence of 
higher order terms the component of a spherical harmonic decomposition correspond­
ing to given values of / and m  consists of terms themselves of spherical harmonic 
weight / and m. As an example consider the equation of the linearised theory, 
r 2 Eiri 3 3  = 0. Since this component of the Einstein tensor is of spin-weight zero we 
have the following complete decomposition by conventional spherical harmonics,
E 1 TI3 3  — I EITI3 3 } imYim, (4.6)
and from the calculation of this component of the linearised Einstein tensor, this 
implies
0 =  {dr[r2 divß] +  2 rdTu}im 
— d r [b 2 r d r uim
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— ß lrn)\ +  ‘Z'rdrillm,
where in the last step we have used equation (1.32). This however is an equation 
purely in the harmonic weights / and m, and hence the equations of different weights 
have decoupled.
In general however the situation is complicated by the presence of higher order 
term s. Whilst the general approach remains the same, the occurrence of a quadratic 
nonlinearity for example gives rise to Clebsch-Gordon type coefficients. To illustrate 
consider the spherical harmonic decomposition of the product of two functions u and 
u, we have
UV — hi jk
=  C h'lklmuhlvlk Ylrn,
where C h l [m is a constant tensor which is in particular independent of u and v. 
Similar expressions hold true for non zero spin weights as well as for nonlinearities 
of a higher degree. As a result of these cross term s the decomposition of a single 
equation which contains nonlinearities leads to a coupled system of equations for 
the components of the decomposition. The above difficulties are however only com­
putational, and henceforth it will be assumed tha t these constant coefficients are 
known.
From lemma 4 presented above it is apparent th a t in order to satisfy the full 
vacuum Einstein equations
E in ßV = 0,
in a region U adm itting NQS coordinates in a manifold M . one need only construct 
a m etric for which the constraint equations
E in 33 = 0, (4.7)
ElTL3rn — 0, (4.8)
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ElTlmm —  0 ?
E in 34 =  0,
(4.9)
(4.10)
are satisfied everywhere in U, and for which on some hypersurface A transversal to 
e3 , we have the evolution equations
Ein^  4 — 0, (4.11)
E i n Am — 0, (4.12)
subject to the condition K + is nowhere vanishing. The NQS coordinates imply that 
each integral curve of the vector e3  must intersect A. However, from the components 
of the connection one-form for the NQS metric in equation (3.14) the condition 
K + 0 is equivalent to 3£{u~1(2r~1 — d'ß)} ^  0, for which the following condition 
is sufficient
u _1r _1(2 — rd ivß ) > 0. (4-13)
From equation (1-14) the foliation condition itself fails at u " L = 0, and hence the 
only addition restriction is the requirement
divß < 2r~1, (4-14)
which bounds the vector ß  governing the spatial shearing of the foliating 2-spheres. 
Now choose as our hypersurface A a cylinder H x 5 2 generated by the surface of 
constant radius r =  r 0, which is clearly transversal to e3 .
From the null quasi-spherical chart on the manifold U C M  we have a map
cf, ; U — + T = /  x 3?+ x S’2, (4.15)
with coordinates z £ I  = [z0, Zi], r > r 0 and a pair of coordinates 0 on S 2. Let Y^ 
be the null hypersurface in Y generated by z =  (, and for each e > 0 construct the 
set of hypersurfaces,
z \ / z
r, = U  n„+»E. (4.i6)
n = 0
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Then under , the set Te maps to a mesh of null hypersurfaces Ue E U . The proce­
dure to be presented here constructs a quasi-spherical 3-metric on the hypersurfaces 
Ue for each e > 0, which if convergent in the limit e —> 0 will converge to a null 
quasi-spherical m etric on U.
Consider the first of the constraint equations (4.7). From the condition (4.13) 
and the fact tha t u must be nonzero for the NQS metric (1.13) to be nonsingular, 
for r > r0 this is equivalent to
ru"
2 — divß
E in 33 =  0. (4.17)
This is a spin zero quantity for which we can perform a conventional spherical har­
monic decomposition. Now from the general expression for E in 33 in equation (A .7) 
we can write (4.17) as a system of equations in the form
{uim)r +  F33(r ,u , # .,/? , /, m)  =  0, (4-18)
where F33 is a nonlinear function of l and r  as well as the various spherical harmonic 
components of u, /3, ß r and the Clebsch-Gordon type coefficients generating terms 
of order Z,m. If we consider this equation on the hypersurface VZo, and prescribe 
the spherical harmonic coefficients of ß  and hence its radial derivative on TZo, then 
equation (4.18) is a system of ode’s for components uim. Thus prescribing the com­
ponents uim on the 2-sphere S Z0)7.0, equation (4.18) can be integrated for the function 
u on the hypersurface, TZo.
Now consider the second of the constraint equations (4.8), for which we can 
equivalently write
u E in 3m = 0. (4-19)
Here we have an equation for a spin 1 quantity and hence can decompose with 
respect to the spin 1 spherical harmonics i Yim. Again from the expression for E in 3m 
in equation (A.6), we can write for equation (4.19), the system
( Q l m ) r  + F3rn( r , U , ß , Q , /, 771) =  0, (4.20)
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where as before F3rn is a nonlinear function of the spherical harmonic components 
of its variables, and the function Q is defined as the complex analog of the vector 
QA as follows:
Q =  -jU~l (r~l &u — ßz +  ir  — ß&l  +  l& ß  -  ß&l  +  i&ß)-  (4 -21)
Following the integration of equation (4.18), equation (4.20) reduces to a system 
of ode’s for the functions Qim, and on prescribing the function Q on S 2oiTo can be 
integrated yielding Q on YZo.
The remaining two constraint equations (4.9) and (4.10) are now equivalent to 
the expressions
'U’EzTirnrn — 0, (4.22)
—ru E in 34 = 0, (4.23)
which are respectively of spin weights 2 and 0, and can be decomposed with respect 
to the spherical harmonics of their corresponding spin weights. From equations (A.4) 
and (A .8) the above two equations can be w ritten as the systems
{vr&ß}lm Fflm ~  2{$7r }/m lYlm +  Fmm =  0, (4 .24)
r{diu7r }/m Yim +  ^{(2  — r divß)vr}im Y/m +  F34 YJm =  0, (4.25)
where F34 and Fmm are functions of r, l and m  and the spherical harmonic compo­
nents of u ,7 ,/3,/3r and Q. Evaluating the components of these equations to zero, we 
have
2C hljkim{&ß}hi(vjk)r ~  2 ({#7 }im)r + Fmm( r , v , i , ß , ß r, Q , l , m )  = 0(4.26) 
r({div^}im)r +  \ ^ C hl3klm{ 2 -  rdzvß}hl(vjk)r + F34( r , v , i , ß , ß r, Q , l , m )  = 0(4.27)
where 2C hljklm and C hljklrn are known constant tensors as earlier mentioned. Now 
from the effect of the operators & and div on the spin weighted spherical harmonics
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as outlined in equation (1.32), equations (4.26) and (4.27) become
2C h,,klmy/(h +  2)(h -  1 )ßh,(vjk)r -2y/(l +  2)(/ -  l ) (7,m)r +  Fmra =  0(4.28)
[2&\Skm -  rC K'lklmsJh(h + l)*{/?w}](^ )r + ry /( ;  + l)'R{(7!m)r} + 2F34 = 0(4.29)
Following the integration of (4.18) and (4.20) equations (4.28) and (4.29) reduce to 
a system of ode’s on YZo for the spherical harmonic components vim and 7 im of the 
m etric functions v and 7 . Hence prescribing v and 7 on EZcj7.0 we can integrate along 
r Zo to evaluate v and 7 on this hypersurfac.e in a region for which r  is sufficiently 
large, provided we have a decay condition of the form ß  ~  <?(^ _1) for large r.
This then completes the integration of the constraint equations on r 2o, generating 
a quasi-spherical m etric on the null hypersurface <^_1r 2o. To complete the integration 
we need to prescribe the function ß  on TZo, and the functions u , v , Q  and 7 on the 
2-sphere S 2o,ro.
Now choose an e > 0, fixing a mesh of null cones U( on the manifold U via 
equation (4.16). From the definition of the function Q in (A.2) we can write
ß z — r 1 &u — 2uQ + 7  r — ß& l  +  l& ß — ß& l  +  l&ß-  (4.30)
However, each term  on the right hand side of (4.30) is a known function on the 
hypersurface TZo, and hence we can define the function ß z on TZo from this expression. 
We now associate the function ß z with the difference quotient
A<75 (z , r ,0 )
ß (z + e,r,6) - ß ( z , r , 8 )  
6
(4.31)
and thus define in a natural way the function ß  on the hypersurface TZo+e:
ß\TZo+< =  ß\TZo + eßz\YZo, (4.32)
The evolution equations (4.11) and (4.12) are now applied to construct the func­
tions v and Q on the 2-sphere S Zo+£j7.o from those prescribed on EZoiro. Once again
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from the condition (4.14) the evolution equation (4.11) is equivalent to
2rEin44 
2 — rdivß
which is of spin weight zero and hence can be expanded in a spherical harmonic 
series via the functions Yim. From the expression for E i n 44 in (A .9), equation (4.33) 
can be w ritten as the system,
(vim)z +  FAA(r , v , v r, u , u r, u z, ß , ß r, i , ' i r , i z , Q, Z,m) =  0, (4.34)
where as always the function F44 is a nonlinear function of the spherical harmonic 
components of its variables. Suppose we now prescribe the functions u z and 7Z on 
E W o, then equation (4.34) determines algebraically the spherical harmonic compo­
nents {yim)z of vz on EW o .
Similarly the final evolution equation (4.12) can be decomposed by the spin weight 
1 spherical harmonics and written as
( Q  l m ) z  T A1rn4(r’, Q  i Q n  V •> Vr i j ^z , /?, I •, TTl) — 0, (4.35)
which determines the spherical harmonic components (Qim)z of Qz on the 2-sphere
^ Zo,r0 •
Now, from the expressions for vz and Qz on E2oiTo, define functions v and Q 
on TIZo+€)To in the same way we constructed ß\rZo+e by equation (4.32). Thus we 
have constructed the functions ß  on the hypersurface r zo+£, and u,v ,  7 and Q on 
the 2-sphere, S 2o+£iro. This however is sufficient to reconstruct the remaining metric 
functions on the hypersurface TZo+£ via the constraint equations, and thus the metric 
on the 3-manifold ß~1TZ0+e.
Prescribing the functions u and 7 on the hypersurface A determines the functions 
u ,t iz,7  and 7Z on each of the 2-spheres S 2o+n£iTo. The constraint and evolution 
equations then successively determine the metric functions on each hypersurface 
r2o+ne, and hence if they are bounded functions determine the metric on Ue. Since 
the constraint equations are satisfied on each null hypersurface, and the evolution
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equations are satisfied on the intersection of A with 1%, Lemma 4 implies tha t the 
m etric constructed is a solution of the Einstein equations on £7e, where the z-partial 
derivative is associated with a difference quotient. Thus if in the limit as e —* 0 
the m etric on Ue converges in C 2, then it converges to a solution of the Einstein 
equations on U.
Clearly many questions related to the existence and regularity of solutions to the 
null quasi-spherical Einstein equations are yet to be answered, however the formu­
lation of the boundary value problem is now apparent. Given the initial function 
ß  on a null hypersurface, the functions u and 7 on a timelike cylinder of constant 
r with respect to the null quasi-spherical foliation and the functions Q and v on 
the 2-sphere forming the intersection of these hypersurfaces, then the integration of 
the constraint and evolution equations formally determines a solution of the field 
equations.
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A p p e n d ix  A
C o m p o n e n ts  o f th e  E in s te in  
te n s o r  for th e  full n u ll 
q u a s i-sp h e r ic a l m e tr ic
As has been shown the m ost general null quasi-spherical m etric can be w ritten  in 
th e  following form:
ds2 =  —uvdz2 — 2udr2 +  r 2SlAB(crA -f ß Adr +  7 Ad z ) (a G -f ß Bdr +  7 Bd z \  (A .l)
w here u, v, ß A and 7  ^ are some arb itrary  functions of the  coordinates. We now choose 
the  complex null basis on S 2 generated by the  vector m , w ith the  corresponding spin 
w eighted differential operator & as in section 3.1, and adopt the  complex nota tion  
in troduced therein. Let subscripts correspond to the  usual partia l derivatives w ith 
respect to the  coordinates r and z, and introduce the  complex function
Q = r l (r~l &u -  ß z +7r ~  ß & l  +  l& ß  ~  ß&l  +  7^/3), (A .2 )
which is the complex analogy of the vector Q A previously defined. Then, w ith respect 
to  the  null basis previously adopted
,  1
0 =  u(dr T  -vd z ) ,
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e A =  dz ,
the calculation of the components of the Einstein tensor leads to the following ex­
pressions:
ezn[ra, m\ =  —
+
divQ - ur uz 7 ur &u ß u z &u4 y y ■ o o 7r uö uö
ß'y (d'u )2 ^ u r &u ß u z d u  ß'y d u  d u  ß'y d u  d u
+ +
+
ß l  (&v)
+
ur vr i 7 d  ur ß  d u
Y ü 2 + +
ß'y d  d u  /3 7  d  d u  d  u ß v r d  u ß d ' y  d u  
u 2 u 2 ^  u 2 2 u 2 u2
ß u r d v  ß 2d u d v  ß d u d  7 ■y d  ur ß d u z 
H--------“ — ^-------------------------0----------- 1---------- r ------- 1---------- -—2 u 2 2 u 2
ß'y d d u  ß'y d  d u  7r d u  ß v r d  u ß  d  7 d  u
u2 u2 +  u 2 2 u 2 u2
^ ß ß d v d u  ß d ' y  d u  ß u r d v ^ ß ß d u d v ^ ß 2d u d v
2 u2 2 u 2 2 u 2 2 u2
ß y  ß'y vrr div 7r vr+ —  + tL l + -21 + ----II + _L
u u Zu u r u
vT divß  ^  div^f divß div7 ß  A  7  ß  A  7
2 u r u 2 u 2 u 2 u
A u  ^  ß  ß  A v  ßdf  vr ß d d ^ ^ ß 2d d v
T2 2 u 2 u
(A .3)
+
ß  & V ß r d  V ß  & ß  & V ß  & V & ß  & 7 & ß
r u  2 u u 2 u u
ß d v d ß  d ß d ^ f  ß d v r ß d d ' y  ß 2d d v
2 u 2 u
ß  & V ßr  d'u ß  ß  ß  d ’u ß  d  ß  & V ß  & ß  & V
r u  2 u 2 u 2 u u






v  ^  Urr V ^  ß  ß  A  u v ß & u - v ^ ß 2& & u v
2 v? 2ti2 2 u2
ßT &uv  ß  & ß  & uv  ß  &u & ß  v ß & u Tv ß 2 &&u v
H-------~ ^ -------1------- -— -^--------------- -^-----h
2 u 2 2 u 2 2 u 2 2 u 2
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ßr & UV ( ß &  ßdf UV
2 u 2 +  2 ^
ß)  v ß d ' d i v ß v  
4 u 2 u
ß  &ß  d u  v di vßr v
2 u 2 2 u
d ß d ß v  ( & ß ) 2v 
2 u 4 u +
divßv  
r u
& ß  d  ß v  
u
ß d  divß v 
2 u
ein[m,  m ] -  2 Q 2 +  2 ^ 7 +  ^ A 7  +  Vr&P
r u u u
div' j  &ß  2 d  7 ^ 3  d  ß  d  7  2 d  ^ r 2 ß  d  d  ^  
u r u u u u
2 d d u  ß d ß d v  d ^ d ß  ß d ß d v  A d u Q  
r 2 u u u u r u
2 & ß v  2 d  ß  d  ß v  d  ß r v ß  d  d  ß v  ß  d  d  ß v  
r u u u u u
(A.4)
. , . , 27  5 V r f t  ft  1 ß  fr f r  V
ezn[m,  4] =  + Q,  + — -  + — —  -     
r I r  Zr  2 r
^  d ß d v  ß d d v  ^
1 o Q ------------------- --------- l o Q2 r
d ß d v  
2 r
7  ( d u ) J 
r u 2
2 r 2 r
2 d ^ Q - d ^ Q - d ^ Q - \ -
d  u
r u A
7  d u  d u  d u z 7  d  d  u d  ^  & u
-------- -^---------------- 1--------------- 1------------r  i r r u r u r u
ur & v ß  d u  d v  7 & cf u d  7  d  u ß  d  v d  u+ - -------- t L- -------- +  1---------+  — L----------tL---------  (A.5)
2 r u 2 r u r u r u 2 r u
ß v  Qr v d ' d ' ß v  d  d  ß v  ß  d  Q v  
r 2 4 r  4 r  2
t ß d Q v  3 Q v  - d  ß  Q v d ß Q v
+ o ß Q v +
2 2r 2
v2ur d u v  ^ ß  ( d u )  v ^ ß d u d u v ^ d u r v ß d d u v
2 r u 2 2 r u 2 2 r u 2
d ß d u v  ß d d u v  d ß d u v
2 r u 2 r u





2 d u  divß d u  2/3 Qr d  d  ß  
r2 u2 r u2 r u  u 2 r u
d d ß  ß & Q  ß &Q 3 Q 2 d ß Q
I-----------h I-----------Zr  u u u r u  u
[ &ßQ [ &ßQ
u u
(A.6)
2 izr ur divß  2 ß d  u ß  divßd'u 2 ß  d u  
r u 3 u3 r u3 u3 r u3
ß  divßd'u divßr 2 divß i p  ß )  ß d d i v ß
u3 ^  u2 r u2 2 u2 u2
9 ß 9 £  (&ß)2 2&ß&
u2 2 u2 u2 u2
(A.7)
r 2 r u u
div f^r vr vr divß 2 div7 divß div7
u r u 1 2u r u u
^ ß  A 7 ß  A 7 /3 #  # 7
2 u 2ii u 2 r 2 u r u
ß d i v ß d v  d d u  ^ ß d d ' y  ß d v  ß d i v ß d v  
2u 2 r 2 u u r u 2 u
(A.8)
2 d u Q  2 d u Q  v divßr v 2 divß v 
r u r u r 2 u 2 u ru
i p ß )  v ß d d i v ß v  d ß d ß v  ( p  ß)  v ß d d i v ß v
2u 2 u u 2 u 2 u
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etn[4,4] =  divlz  +  ^  ^  + V- ^ p  -  Ä
_  a .  s .  ß & v  ß divß &v ß  div'y & v 
—7 (7(77 — 7 ( 7 ( 7 7 ------------1---------------------------------
—&7 # 7  —
(a-7 )
—  2 & 7 7 — 'y & & — y & & 7
& v & u 7 df v 7 divß & v ß  divy & v d'ud'v
r 2 r 2 2 r2
k2 c?2t>7 ^  7 divy &u ^  7 C Ü K 7 ^  A v u  &v Q u
u
& v Q u
+
— ß y v  — ß y v  — divyr v —
ß  A 7 k 




divß div^ v i v i ß  A ß  v A u v
2 2T2-
ß  d'd'yv
+ 9 1 9 ß v  + 9 ß 9 ^ v  + ß 9 9 1 v + A R l  +
r r
uz v ^  uz divß v ^ ur div'y v  ^ 7 &u v 7 divß f t uv
r u 2 k 2 k r u 2 u
(A.9)
ß  div'y & vlv y  & u v  y d i v ß d f u v  ß d i v y d f u v  ^ d i v Q u v
2 k r k 2 u
divßTv 2 d i v ß v 2 
~~4 +  2 r
- \  2
(* * )
2 k
ß &  d i v ß v 2 d ’ß d ’ß v '
( p  ß )  y 2  & ß  & ß  v 2 ß  & d i v ß v 2 ur v 2 ur d i v ß v 2 
8 2 4 ' 2 r k 4 k
ß  &u v 2 ß  d i v ß & u v 2 ß & u v 2 ^ ß  d i v ß & u v 2
2 r u  4 k 2 tk 4 k
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A p p e n d ix  B
M a th e m a t ic a  P ro g ra m  for 
c a lc u la tin g  th e  E in s te in  e q u a tio n s  
in  th e  N Q S  g au g e
This M athem atica program calculates the Einstein tensor for the metric (1.13), and 
writes the result into the TeX hie “quasispherical” .
(* call up symbolic cartan calculus routines *)
<<symboliccartan 
$RecursionLimit=10000
(* set up null coframe basis s[i], with Xz[l] the spin +1 sphere basis 
and hence its dual Yz[l] is associated with the spin -1 operator n *)
s[4] 
s [3]
: = Xz [4]
:= U[z,r] Xz[3] + U[z,r] V [z ,r] /2 Xz [4]
s [2] := r Xz [2] + r bb[z,r] Xz[3] + r cc[z,
sCl] := r Xz [1] + r b[z,r] Xz[3] + r c[z,r]
(* set spin-weight of metric functions *) 
Spin[U[z_,r_]] := 0 
Spin[V [z_,r_]] := 0 
Spin[b [z_,r_]] := 1 
Spin[c [z_,r_]] := 1 
Spin[bb[z_ ,r_]] := -1
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Spin[cc[z_,r_]] := -1
(* set exterior derivative on sphere, where Tau = Tau~{l}_{l} is the 
connection for the Xz framing, and tau[i] = Tau~{2}_{2 i} *)
Tau := tau[l] Xz[l] + tau[2] Xz[2]
XD[tau[l]] := Xz[2] - tau[2] tau[l] Xz[2]
XD[tau[2]] := - Xz[l] + tau[l] tau[2] Xz[l]
Spin[tau[1]] := -1 
Spin[tau[2]] := 1 
(* construct frame dual to s *)
DualFrame[s,e]
(* provide metric g in terms of frame *)
g = {{0,1,0,0},{1,0,0,0},{0,0,0,-1},{0,0,-1,0»














(* Simplify Einstein tensor *)
Do[ einsimp[i,j] := Expand[Expand[Expand[ein[i,j]





(* module calculating frame vectors e[i] 
dual to one form basis s[i] *)
DualFrame [s_,e_]:= Module[{inv,cf,j},
cf[i_,j_] := cf [i,j] = IP[Yz [j] »Expand[s [i]]] ; 
inv := Inverse[Array[cf, {4,4}]] ;
e[j_] := e[j] = Sum[inv[[i , j]] Yz[i] , {i,4}] ]
(* module constructing the connection om corresponding to the 
frame e and it’s dual s *)
LeviCivita[s_,e_,g_,om_] := Module[ {i,j,k,}, 
oml[i_,i_] := 0 ;
oml [i_, j _] := - oml [j , i] /; j < i ;
sl[i_] := si [i] = Sum [g [ [i, j] ] s[j] , {j ,4}] ;
oml[i_,j_] := oml [i,j] =
1/2 ( IP[ e[j],XD[si[i]] // Expand ]
- IP[ e[i] ,XD[sl[j]] // Expand ]
- Sum[ IP[ e[j],IP[ e[i],XD[s[k] // Expand]
] ] sl[k], {k,4} ] ) ; 
om[i_,j _] := om[i,j]
= Sum[ Inverse[g][[i,k]] Expand[oml[k,j]], {k,4}] 
// Expand]
(* Module checking connection satisfies cartans equation *) 
CheckConn[s_,om_] := Do[ Print[
XD [s [i]] + Sum[XP [om[i , j] ,s [j]] ,{j ,4}] ]
,{i,4}];
(* Module calculating curvature 2-form, Curv is the 2-form 
with indices up and down, hence Curv is symmetric only if 
derived from g=constant frame *)
MakeCurv[om_,Curv_] := Module[{i,j,k},
Curv[i_,j _] := Curv[i,j] =
XD[om[i,j]] + Sum[ XP[om[i,k], om[k,j]] , {k,4}] ]
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(* Module checking the first Bianchi identity *)
CheckBianchil[Curv_,s_] := Do[ Print [
Expand[ Sum [XP [Expand [Curv [i ,j]] , s [j] ] , {j,4}]]
//. spinrules] , {i,4>]
(* Module checking second Bianchi identity *)
CheckBII [Curv_,conn_] := Do[Print[
(Expand[XD[Curv [i,j]] +
Sum[ XP[conn[i,k],Curv[k,j]] - XP[Curv[i,k],conn[k,j]]
, {k,4}]]) //. spinrules ],
{i,4},{j,4}]
(* Modules calculating the Riemann curvature tensor components with 
first index up and remaining down, Ricci tensor and scalar and 
Einstein tensor *)
MakeRiem[Curv_,Riem_,e_]:=Module[{},
Riem[i_,j_,k_,1_] := -Riem[j,i,k,l] /; j < i ;
Riem[i_,j_,k_ ,1_] := -Riem[i,j ,1,k] /; 1 < k ;
Riem[i_,j_,k_,1_] := Riem[i,j,k ,1]
= Expand[l/2 IP[e[k],IP[e[1], Curv[i,j]]]] //. spinrules] 
MakeRicci[Curv_,RicciTensor_,e_] := Module[{},
RicciTensor[i_,j_] := RicciTensor[j,i] /; j < i ;
RicciTensor[i_,j_] := RicciTensor[i,j] =
Sum[ IP[e[j] ,IP[e[k],Curv[k,i]]] // Expand , {k,4}]
//. spinrules ]
MakeScalar[Rscalar..RicciTensor.,g_] := Module [{},
Rscalar := Rscalar =
Sum[ Inverse[g] [[i,j]] RicciTensor [i , j] // Expand 
,{i,4},{j,4>] //. spinrules ]
MakeEinstein[Rscalar.,RicciTensor.,g_,EinsteinTensor_] := Module[{}, 
EinsteinTensor[i_,j_] := EinsteinTensor[j,i] /; j<i ; 
EinsteinTensor [i_,j_] := EinsteinTensor [i,j] =
(Expand[ RicciTensor[i,j] - Rscalar/2 g[[i,j]]])
//. spinrules ; ]
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(* Modules for writing output to TeX file *)
PrTeX2[tensor.,file_] := Module[ {tex},
tex = OpenWrite[ToString[file],FormatType -> TeXForm] 
Do[Write[tex,"$$\eqalign{"];
kmax[i,j] = Floor[Length[tensor[i,j]]/5] ; 
krem[i,j] = Mod [Length[tensor[i,j]],5] ;
Do[tempstring[i,j,k_] = Sum[tensor[i,j] [[5 k + 1]] 
, {1,5}] ,{k,0,kmax[i,j]-l>] ; 
tempstring[i,j,kmax[i,j]] = Sum[tensor [i,j]
[[5 kmax[i,j]+1]],{1,krem[i,j]}];
If[tempstring[i,j,kmax[i,j]]==0,kmax[i,j]— ] ; 
Write[tex,ToString[tensor]<>"[",i , j ,"] = "]; 
Do[ Write [ t e x t e m p s t r i n g [ i ,j,k],"\cr "] ,
{k,0,kmax[i,j]}];
Write [tex,"}$$\eject"] ;
, {i,4},{j,i ,4} ] ;
Close [tex] ]
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This  second program  defines the  C a r ta n  calculus  rou t ines  used in t h e  m a in  pro­
g ram .
sy m b o licca rtan :
(* Def ine  l i n e a r  d e r i v a t i v e  o p e r a t o r  *)
D F [ r , z ]  :=0 
D F [z , r ]  :=0
DF[aa_ ,bb_] := 0 / ;  NumberQ[aa]
DF[aa_,aa_]  :=1 
DF[-aa_ ,bb_]  := -DF[aa,bb]
DF[aa_+bb_, cc_] := DF[aa ,cc]  + DF[bb,cc]
DF[aa_ bb_ ,c c_]  := aa DF[bb,cc]  + bb DF[aa ,cc]
DF[ a a _ /c c _ ,b b _ ]  := D F [a a ,b b ] / c c  - aa  DF [ c c ,b b ] / c c ~ 2  
DF[aa_~n_,bb_]  := n DF[aa,bb] a a ~ ( n - l )
DF [DF [aa_ ,z]  , r ]  = D F [D F[aa , r ] , z ]
(* D ef ine  Xz as t h e  wedge p r oduc t  of  i t s  c o ta n g e n t  
b u nd le  va lu e d  v a r i a b l e s  *)
Xz[ ] := 1 
Xz[0 ,aa__]  := 0
Xz[vars__]  := 0 / ;  S i g n a t u r e  [ F l a t t e n  [ { v a r s } ] ]  == 0
X z [ v a r s_] := S i g n a t u r e [ F l a t t e n [ { v a r s } ] ] Xz @@ S o r t [ F l a t t e n [ { v a r s } ] ]
/ ;  !O r d e r e d Q [ F l a t t e n [ { v a r s } ] ]
(* D e f ine  i n n e r  p r oduc t  IP between v e c t o r s  and forms *)
I P [ a a _ , 0 ]  :=0 
I P [ 0 ,bb_] :=0
I P [a a _  + bb_ , cc_] := IP [Expand[aa] .Expand[cc ] ]  +
IP[Expand[bb]  , Expand [cc ] ]  / /  Expand 
IP [a a _  , bb_ + cc_] := IP [Expand[aa] , Expand [bb]]  +
IP[Expand[aa]  , Expand [ cc ] ]  / /  Expand
IP[Yz [ k _ ] , X z [ v a r_ _ ] ] :=  - ( - 1 ) ~ ( P o s i t i o n [ { v a r } , k ]  [ [ 1 ] ] [ [ 1 ] ] )  Xz
@@ D e l e t e C a s e s [ { v a r } , k] / ;  MemberQ[{var},k] 
I P [ Y z [ k _ ] , X z [ v a r _ _ ] ] := 0 / ;  F re e Q [{ v a r } , k]









XP[uu_ + vv_ , ww_ ] := XP[Expand[uu].Expand[ww]] +
XP [Expand[vv].Expand[ww]] // Expand
XP[uu_ , vv_ + ww_ ] := XP[Expand[uu].Expand[vv]] +
XP[Expand[uu].Expand[ww]] // Expand 
XP[aa_. Xz[varl__] , bb_. Xz[var2__]] := aa bb Xz @0
Join[{varl},{var2}] // Expand 
XP[aa_. Xz[var__] , bb_:1] := aa bb Xz[var] // Expand 
XP[aa_:l , bb_. Xz[var__] ] := aa bb Xz[var] // Expand 
XP[aa_:l , bb_:l ] := aa bb
(* Define exterior derivative operator in terms of basis forms 
partial derivative operators *)
XD [z] : =Xz [4]
XD [r] : =Xz [3]
(* The operators m.n correspond to covariant \edth and \bar{\edth} 
operators on the sphere respectively and whilst not commuting with 
each other, commute with r and z derivatives *)
(* enforce commutation of sphere and off sphere derivatives *)
DF[m[aa_]“(1_:1),bb_] := 1 m[aa]~(1-1) m[DF[aa,bb]]
DF[n[aa_]“(1_:1),bb_] := 1 n[aa]~(l-l) n[DF[aa,bb]]
(* Define operator relations for m and n *)
m[aa_+ bb_] := m[Expand[aa]] + m[Expand[bb]] //Expand 
m[aa_ bb_] := aa m[Expand[bb]] + bb m[Expand [aa] ] // Expand 
m[l/aa_] := -m[Expand[aa]] / aa~2 // Expand 
m[aa_‘'(l_)] := 1 m[Expand[aa]] aa~(l-l) // Expand 
n[aa_~(l_)] := 1 n[Expand[aa]] aa^Cl-l) // Expand
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m[aa_] :=0 /; NumberQ[aa] 
m[r] := 0 
m[z] := 0
n[aa_ + bb_] := n[Expand[aa]] + n[Expand [bb]] // Expand 
n[aa_ bb_] := aa n[Expand[bb]] + bb n[Expand[aa]] //Expand 
n[l/aa_] := -n[Expand[aa]] / aa~2 // Expand 
n[aa_] := 0 /; NumberQ[aa] 
n[r] : = 0 
n[z] := 0 
m[Xz[i__]] := 0 
n [Xz [i__] ] : =0
(* Define exterior derivatives acting on forms *)
XD[Xz [3]] := 0 
XD[Xz[4]] := 0 
DF [Xz [i__] ,j_] := 0
(* Linearity of Exterior derivative *)
XD[aa_ + bb_] := XD[Expand[aa]] + XD[Expand[bb]] // Expand 
XD[aa_ bb_] := XP[XD[Expand[bb]],aa] 4 XP [XD [Expand [aa] ] ,bb]
// Expand
XD[uu_]:= XD[uu] = Expand[XP[Xz[4],DF[uu,z]] + XP [Xz [3],DF [uu,r]]
+ XP[Xz[1],n[uu]]+ XP[Xz[2],m[uu]]] + Spin[uu] XP[Tau,uu] 
(* Define the commutation relationships between the spin-weight 
raising and lowering operators m and n as rules which can 
be invoked at any stage by the commend //. spinrules *)
(* Define a function Spin acting on forms of value the spin-weight of 
the form *)
SetAttributes [Spin,Constant]
Spin[uu_] := 0 /; NumberQ[uu]
Spin[l/uu_] := Spin[uu // Expand]
Spin[-uu_] := Spin[uu // Expand ]
Spin[DF[uu_,aa_]] = Spin[uu // Expand]
Spin[r] := 0
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Spin[Xz[aa_,bb__]] := Spin[Xz[aa] //Expand] + Spin[Xz[bb] //Expand] 




n Spin[uu // Expand]
Spin[aa] + 1 
Spin[aa] - 1
spinrules:={bb_. m[n[aa_]] + bb_. n[m[aa_]] -> bb LapCaa],
bb_. n[m[aa_]] + cc_. m[n[aa_]] :> 2 Spin[aa] aa bb /; cc==-bb }
(* Define fuction Q[z,r] = r/2U[c_{r}+cc m[b] -b_{z}
- bb m[c] + m[U]/r~2 +c n[b] - b n[c] *) 
qtemp := -2 U[z,r] Q[z,r]/r + DF[c[z,r],r] + cc[z,r] m[b[z,r]]
- bb[z,r] m[c[z,r]] + m[U[z,r]] /r"2 + c[z,r] n[b[z,r]]
- b [z,r] n[c[z,r]] ;
qtempb := -2 U[z,r] QQ[z,r]/r + DF[cc[z,r] ,r] + c[z,r] n[bb[z,r]]
- b[z,r] n[cc[z,r]] + n [U [z ,r] ] /r~2 + cc[z,r] m[bb[z,r]]
- bb[z,r] m[cc[z,r]] ;
(* force substitution of the expression Q replacing b_{z} *) 
betarules := Dispatch[{ DF[b[z,r],z] -> Expand[qtemp],
DF[bb[z,r],z] -> Expand[qtempb],
DF [DF [b [z ,r] ,r] ,z] -> Expand [DF [Expand [qtemp] , r] ] ,
D F [DF[bb[z,r],r],z] -> Expand[DF[Expand[qtempb],r]] }]; 
(* set spin weight for new function Q and complex conjugate QQ *)
Spin[Q [z_,r_]]:=1;
Spin[QQ[z_,r_]]:= -1;
(* Simplify angular derivatives by introducing notation for div *) 
divrules:= Dispatch[{aa_.m[bb[z,r]]+aa_.n[b[z,r]] -> aa divb[z,r],
aa_ .DF[m[bb [z ,r]] ,r]+aa_ .DF [n[b [z,r]] ,r] -> aa DF [divb [z,r] ,r] 
aa_ . DF [m [bb [z, r] ] ,z]+aa_ . DF [n [b [z ,r] ] ,z] -> aa DF [divb [z, r] ,z]
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aa_.n[m[bb[z,r]]]+aa_.n[n[b[z,r]]] -> aa n [divb[z,r]], 
aa_.m[m[bb[z,r]]]+aa_.m[n[b[z,r]]] -> aa m[divb[z,r]] , 
aa_ .m[cc[z,r]]+aa_ .n[c[z,r]] -> aa divc[z,r],
aa_.DF[m[cc[z,r]] ,r]+aa_.DF[n[c[z,r]],r] -> aa DF[dive[z,r],r],
aa_.DF[m[cc[z,r]],z]+aa_.DF[n[c[z,r]] ,z] -> aa DF[dive [z,r],z],
aa_ .n[m[cc [z,r]]] +aa_ .n[n[c [z,r]] ,z] -> aa n[dive [z,r]] ,
aa_ .m[m[cc[z,r]]]+aa_.m[n[c[z,r]] ,z] -> aa m[divc[z,r]] ,
aa_ .DF [m[QQ [z,r]] ,r] +aa_ .DF[n[Q [z,r]] ,r] -> aa DF [divQ [z ,r] ,r] ,
aa_ .DF [m[QQ [z ,r] ] ,z] +aa_ .DF [n[Q [z,r] ] ,z] -> aa DF [divQ [z ,r] ,z] ,
aa_.m[QQ[z,r]] + aa_.n[Q[z,r]] -> aa divQ[z,r],
aa_ .n[m[QQ [z,r]]] +aa_ .n[n[Q [z,r]] ,z] -> aa n[divQ [z,r]] ,
aa_ .m[m[QQ [z ,r] ]]+aa_ .m[n [Q [z ,r]] ,z] -> aa m[divQ[z,r]]}] ;
(* control output of expressions *)
Format[U[z,r]jTeXForm] := "U"
Format[divU[z,r]jTeXForm] := "div U"
Format[V[z,r],TeXForm] := "V"













Format[m[U_],TeXForm] := "\partial" U 
Format[n[U_],TeXForm] := "\bar\partial" U 
Format[Lap[U_].TeXForm] := "\Delta" U
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